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Abstract 

This is probably the most appropriate time for the development of robust and reliable 
structural damage detection systems as aging civil engineering structures, such as bridges, are being 
used past their life expectancy and well beyond their original design loads. At the same time, there is 
an increasing monetary pressure on bridge authorities to extend the life span of the structures 
whilst ensuring public safety. Often, when a significant damage to the structure is discovered, the 
deterioration has already progressed far and required repair is substantial and costly. Not seldom 
will the structure be demolished and a new one constructed in its place. This is both expensive and 
has negative impact on the environment and traffic during replacement. For the exposed reasons 
the demand for efficient Structural Health Monitoring techniques is currently extremely high. 
 

This licentiate thesis presents a two-stage, model-free damage detection approach based on 
Machine Learning. The method is applied to data on the structural condition of a railway bridge 
gathered in a numerical experiment using a three-dimensional finite element model of a single track 
bridge. The initial step in this study consists in collecting the dynamic response of the structure that 
is simulated during the passage of a train, considering the bridge in healthy state and in two 
different damaged states. The first stage of the proposed algorithm consists in the design and 
unsupervised training of Artificial Neural Networks that, provided with input data composed of 
measured accelerations in previous instants, are capable of predicting future output acceleration. In 
the second stage and following the selection of the best performing trained networks, the 
acceleration prediction errors are used to fit a Gaussian Process that enables to perform a statistical 
analysis of the distribution of errors. Subsequently, the concept of Damage Index is introduced and 
the probabilities associated with the errors of issuing a false alarm and missing existing damage are 
studied. Following the former steps it is possible to generate a Receiver Operating Characteristic 
curve, based on which the threshold of the detection system can be adjusted in order to achieve 
optimal performance as a function of the trade-off between errors. Lastly, supported by the Receiver 
Operating Characteristic curve and the Bayes’ Theorem, a simplified method for the calculation of 
the expected cost of the strategy is proposed and exemplified with two cost scenarios. 

 
Keywords 
Structural Health Monitoring, Machine Learning, Damage detection, Model-free based method, 
Artificial Neural Networks, Gaussian Process, Cost optimization.
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Sammanfattning 

Då befintliga anläggningskonstruktioner som t.ex. broar utsätts för trafikmängder och 
belastningar som överstiger vad de ursprungligen dimensionerades för, finns det goda skäl till att 
utveckla robusta och tillförlitliga system för automatisk skadedetektering. Dessutom ställs krav på 
en hållbar ekonomisk förvaltning som främjar att broarna hålls i drift allt längre samtidigt som en 
acceptabel säkerhet måste upprätthållas. Skador som upptäcks vid inspektioner är i regel 
omfattande och kräver kostsamma underhålls- och reparationsåtgärder. I vissa fall måste delar av 
eller hela konstruktionen rivas och ersättas. Detta är kostsamt, har en negativ inverkan på miljön 
och kan orsaka störningar i trafiken. Ovan nämnda anledningar visar på ett stort behov av effektiva 
och smarta system för tillståndsbedömning. 

I denna licentiatuppsats presenteras en modellfri tvåstegmetod för skadedetektering baserad 
på maskininlärning. Metoden har tillämpats för att bedöma tillståndet av en fiktiv järnvägsbro med 
ett spår representerad av en tredimensionell finit elementmodell. Inledningsvis samlas data för den 
dynamiska responsen av tågpassager för bron i oskadat skick och för två olika skadescenarier. Det 
första steget i skadedetekteringsmetoden består i att upprätta och träna ett artificiellt neuralt 
nätverk, för att baserat på tidigare uppmätta accelerationer kunna uppskatta framtida 
accelerationer. I det andra steget, som bygger på valet av det bäst fungerande neurala nätverket, 
anpassas en stokastisk process till avvikelserna i de uppskattade accelerationerna vilket möjliggör 
en statisk utvärdering. Därefter introduceras konceptet skadeindex som medger en studie av 
sannolikheten för felen falskalarm respektive missad skada. Genom stegen ovan är det möjligt att 
upprätta en ROC-kurva (Receiver Operating Characteristic curve) som kan användas för att välja ett 
tröskelvärde för skadedetekteringen baserat på en avvägning mellan felen. Slutligen, baserat på 
ROC-kurvan och Bayesiansk inferens, föreslås en förenklad metod för beräkning av den förväntade 
kostnaden av utfallet och exempel på två olika kostnadsalternativ ges. 

 
Nyckelord: 
Mätning för tillståndsbedömning, maskininlärning, skadedetektering, modellfri metod, artificiella 
neurala nätverk, stokastisk process, kostnadsoptimering. 
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1 

1 Introduction 

1.1. Background 

This is probably the most appropriate time for the development of robust and reliable structural 
damage detection systems as aging civil engineering structures, such as bridges, are being used past 
their life expectancy and well beyond their original design loads. At the same time, there is an 
increasing monetary pressure on bridge authorities to extend the life span of the structures whilst 
ensuring public safety. Often, when a significant damage to the structure is discovered, the 
deterioration has already progressed far and required repair is substantial and costly. The perceived 
damage may be the development of fatigue cracks, corrosion, impact-induced delamination in 
composite structures, malfunctioning expansion joints and degradation of structural connections, 
between others. The different severity degrees depend mainly on the nature of the damage, its 
location, extension and on the amount of time it has been developing. Not seldom the structure has 
to be demolished and a new one is constructed in its place, which is both expensive and has negative 
impact on the environment and traffic during replacement. For the exposed reasons the demand for 
competent Structural Health Monitoring techniques is currently extremely high. 

 

1.2. Aim and scope 

The main aim of this work is to enhance a monitoring-based method for evaluating the condition of 
critical bridges, based on the previous work of Gonzalez [1, 2]. From data gathered by sensors 
installed on a bridge, the performance of the structure can be continuously evaluated and necessary 
decisions regarding inspections, maintenance and repair actions can be efficiently taken. The 
potential of a model-free method will be numerically evaluated. A novel structural health 
monitoring approach combining machine learning and statistical pattern recognition techniques 
will be implemented. The intention is not to develop any new sensing technique but instead enhance 
the data handling and interpretation processes by integrating modern monitoring and sensing 
techniques with advanced data interpretation algorithms. The expected overall outcome of this 
study is to enhance the management process of bridges, which will eventually result in better use of 
resources, less traffic disturbance, fewer field visits for inspection, structural safety improvement 
and reduced bridge expenditure. Therefore, the present study intends to bring significant 
contribution to the fields of structural health monitoring, damage detection and safety assessment 
of structures. The main objectives of the thesis are: 
 

i) Provide a state-of-the-art in structural health monitoring, with the review of  recently 
published scientific work that propose novel algorithms for damage detection; 

ii) Provide a background of the History of Artificial Neural networks and discuss their 
applicability; 

iii) Investigate the capability of Artificial Neural Networks as an algorithm for structural 
damage assessment with the help of statistical models; 

iv) Investigate the false diagnosis rate given a certain detection threshold of the system; 

v) Propose a method for estimation of the cost associated with the proposed damage 
detection strategy; 
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1.3. Limitations 

The proposed method has yet to be verified with measurement data gathered in a real bridge. In the 
absence of this data, a more sophisticated model of the structure could be developed, probably 
resulting in damage to be more clearly and easily detected by the developed algorithm. In the 
present numerical model, damage to the structure is implemented in a rather simple manner. In 
this sense and to agree with the complexity of the physical world, the development of a thorough 
crack propagation model is advised. The calculation of the expected cost of the damage detection 
strategy here proposed is rather simple and forms a basis for continuation in future research work. 
 

1.4. Outline of the thesis 

The first chapter is dedicated to the introduction of the thesis, where the background of the problem 
being approached and the purpose and goals of the study are described.  
 
Chapter two concerns the field of Structural Health Monitoring. In this chapter one finds short 
descriptions of the monitoring process, its stages and components. This chapter also includes a 
historical outlook of Structural Health Monitoring, with literature review on relevant recent 
research work performed within the field. 
 
Chapter three briefly introduces some of the most commonly used algorithms in Structural Health 
Monitoring and damage detection processes. Special emphasis is given to the methods that are used 
in the study, such as Artificial Neural Networks and Gaussian Processes. Two techniques frequently 
used to assess the performance of a damage detection system are also described. 
 
In chapter four the numerical case study is described, including the baseline model of the target 
bridge and the modified models due to the introduction of structural damage. The attained results 
from the simulation of the numerical models and subsequent application of the algorithms, 
mentioned in chapter three, are presented and discussed.  
 
Chapter five suggests an approach for the calculation of the expected cost of the damage detection 
system based on its ability to perform correct diagnosis. The influence of key parameters in the ideal 
threshold of the system, such as the number of observations and the number of combinations of the 
observations, are investigated. 
 
The last chapter presents general conclusions drawn from the results shown in the previous sections 
of the thesis and also some recommendations for further research work, based on the perceived 
curbs of the actual work. 

 



 

3 

2 Structural Health Monitoring 

2.1. Stages of the Structural Health Monitoring process 

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is important in many areas of research such as Aerospace, 
Civil and Mechanical engineering as it is a powerful instrument to ensure structural integrity and 
safety and it has become vastly popular over the past few decades. SHM consists in the 
implementation of a strategy to detect damage in structures, combining a variety of sensing 
technologies incorporated in hardware-software systems designed to capture, log, and analyze 
real-time data. The ability to monitor a structure and detect damage at the earliest possible stage 
supports maintenance strategies and provides accurate remaining life predictions.  
Diagnosis of damage in structural systems primarily involves the identification of damage, followed 
by the identification of its location, type and severity. A robust SHM system, accordingly to [3], is 
composed by the following stages of damage identification: 
 

 Level 1: Is damage present in the structure? 
 Level 2: What is the geometric location of the damage? 
 Level 3: What is the type of damage? 
 Level 4: What is the severity of the damage? 
 Level 5: What is the prediction of the remaining service life of the structure? 

 
The idea behind this hierarchy is that the higher the level of assessment the more information one 
will have about the health condition of the structure but it also increases the difficulty in acquiring 
that information. Thus, the several levels will have different requirements on the type and number 
of sensors, as well as on the type of algorithms used for monitoring damage and the number of 
model parameters. The challenge is to develop SHM systems that can respond effectively to more 
than one stage of damage identification, in both normal operating conditions but also after major 
catastrophic events such as earthquakes. 
 
Level 1 will only provide information concerning the possible existence of damage in the structure. 
In this stage, the sparse vibration measurements may well be sufficient to ascertain the existence of 
damage.  
 
Level 2 enriches the knowledge about damage by determining its location (single or multiple 
locations can be determined) and a structural model may be usually used for that.  
 
Level 3 deals with the identification of the nature of damage which, retaining the definition of 
damage as “some change introduced in the system”, can be for example in the form of a crack, an 
alteration to the boundary conditions of the structure or a modification to the connectivities of the 
structural members.  
 
Level 4 allows the estimation of the size of the damage and for this purpose the model must be able 
to describe the effect of damage, for example, by means of crack length or stiffness reduction. If such 
model is not accessible then the damage metrics are determined by calibration experiments.  
 
The last and most sophisticated level, level 5, 5 concerns the prediction of the remaining useful life 
of the structure or Damage Prognosis (DP). This level results from the development and maturation 
of the SHM technology and enables a more comprehensive understanding of the progression of 
damage. This level requires the combination of the global structural model with local continuum 
damage models that can reliably describe the evolution of damage or fatigue crack 
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growth. A more detailed description of DP can be found in [4] but, briefly, according to the authors, 
the definition of the DP problem starts by asking the following general questions: 
 

i) What are the damage cases of concern and how is failure defined for them? 
ii) What are the expected future loading conditions on the structure? 
iii) What SHM methods should be used to characterize damage? 

iv) What type of models will be applied to predict the damage propagation in the structure? 
v) What is the aim of the prognosis? 
 

2.2. Axioms of Structural Health Monitoring 

The development of SHM over the last two decades made it possible to define some fundamental 
axioms or principles based on experimental studies that corroborate them. Accordingly to [4], it is 
recommended to follow the ensuing axioms for a good practice in SHM: 
 

Axiom I: All materials have inherent flaws or defects.  All materials contain defects at the 
atomic microstructural level such as hollow spaces, inclusions and impurities. Yet, engineers have 
learned to overcome and accept the design problems resulting from the inevitability of material 
imperfections. 

Axiom II: The assessment of damage requires a comparison between two system states and 
every SHM approach requires a baseline system. The training set will depend if one only pretends to 
detect damage or to actually acquire detailed information about it (type, extension, location) and, 
therefore, the data set can be based on normal conditions only or a combination of normal and 
damaged conditions of the structure, respectively. This axiom is alleged to be contradicted in some 
studies regarding SHM but that owes to the used terminology, which brought to a common ground 
should clarify the veracity of Axiom II; 

Axiom III: Identifying the existence and location of damage can be done in an unsupervised 
learning mode, but identifying the type of damage and its severity can generally only be done in a 
supervised learning mode. With unsupervised learning, the algorithms are applied to data that only 
contains examples of the healthy structure and the main class of algorithm used is Novel detection. 
With supervised learning, both examples of healthy and damaged structure are available and thus 
algorithms like group classification and regression analysis are applied regarding discrete and 
continuous classification, respectively.  

Axiom IV-a: Sensors cannot directly measure damage. Feature extraction through signal 
processing and statistical classification is needed to convert sensor data into damage information. 
The main challenge of a SHM algorithm is to relate some damage state 𝐷 with some measured 
quantity 𝑥, in the simplified form 𝑥 = {𝑓(𝐷)}. This function {𝑓} is not known from basic physics and 
has to be learned from the data gathered by the sensors. 

Axiom IV-b: Without intelligent feature extraction, the more sensitive a measurement is to 
damage, the more sensitive it is to the changing operational and environmental conditions. For 
instance, most often the features that are found to be insensitive to the temperature fluctuations are 
those furthest away from the peak in the frequency spectrum, meaning that they are also less 
sensitive to damage. The core idea behind this axiom is that the features extracted from measured 
data will obviously depend on the damage to be identified but also on an environmental and 
operational variable. Therefore one wants to find an algorithm where the dependence of the 
response is mostly on damage and the sensitiveness to other factors can be eliminated or at least 
estimated and controlled.  

Axiom V: The length and time scales associated with damage initiation and evolution dictates 
the required properties of the SHM sensing system. Damage can be gradually accumulated over 
time (the period can exceed years) but can also result from a sudden discrete event. For this reason 
an a priori quantification of these time scales allows the sensing system to work in a more efficient 
manner by choosing the proper hardware components.  

Axiom VI: There is a trade-off between the sensitivity to damage of an algorithm and its noise 
rejection capability. In association with axiom IV-b, the obtained measurements include both effects 
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of damage and noise in the read response and the challenge is to separate the influences coming 
from each of the sources. 

Axiom VII: The size of damage that can be detected from changes in system dynamics is 
inversely proportional to the frequency range of excitation. In the field of ultrasonic 
Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE), the diffraction limit is often associated with the minimum size 
of flaw that can be detected as a function of ultrasonic wavelength. This limit indicates that flaws of 
a size comparable with half a wavelength are detectable. The wavelength 𝜆 is related to the wave 
phase velocity 𝑣 and the frequency 𝑓 by 𝜆 = 𝑣 𝑓⁄  and by observing this relationship it is clear that, 
for constant velocity, the wavelength will decrease when the frequency increases, which in turn 
implies that the damage sensitivity will increase. In this sense, minor damage is better detected 
when using higher frequencies. 

Axiom VIII: Damage increases the complexity of a structure. This is easily understandable just 
by thinking that damage will cause a supposedly originally linear structural system to start 
exhibiting a non-linear behavior. One way to develop quantifiable measures of complexity is by 
applying concepts of statistics and signal processing to the data from the damaged and undamaged 
systems, for example by looking at and comparing the probability density functions of a measured 
response for damaged and undamaged structural conditions. 

 

2.3. Components of Structural Health Monitoring 

Implied in Axiom II described in the previous section, the damage identification process involves 
the comparison between two distinct states of the system, the baseline case and the nonconforming 
case. SHM can be seen as a problem of statistical pattern recognition which is composed of four 
parts: operational evaluation; data acquisition, normalization and cleansing; feature extraction and 
data compression; statistical-model development for feature discrimination. Figure 1 depicts a 
general scheme of the SHM process. 
 
During the conception process, a SHM system goes through a stage where the monitoring and 
damage identification procedure to be used is defined, with its technique and associated limitations. 
This stage is designated as the operational evaluation stage and it aims to provide answers to four 
questions regarding the capability for damage detection [4]: 
 

i) What is the motivation to perform SHM? 
ii) How is damage defined for the system and, for multiple damage possibilities, which cases 

are of the most concern? 
iii) What are the conditions, both operational and environmental, under which the system to 

be monitored functions? 
iv) What are the limitations on acquiring data in the operational environment? 

 
The data acquisition, normalization and cleansing processes constitute a very important part of 
SHM and will have significant impact in the capability for damage assessment of a SHM system. 
Data acquisition regarding SHM involves, for each particular case, the planning and selection of the 
excitation methods, the sensing hardware type and the network (number and location of sensors), 
time intervals for the acquirement of data and the data acquisition, storage and transfer hardware. 
As there are many ways how data can be collected it is important that it is normalized so that 
comparisons are possible. This means that it is important that changes in the readings of the 
sensors induced by damage can be distinguished from changes induced by operational or 
environmental (O/E) conditions. When O/E variability is a problem, a procedure to normalize the 
data can comprise a temporal approach to facilitate the comparison of data measured at similar 
times of the O/E cycle. These sources, other than damage, that affect the response need to be 
identified and minimized - typically they cannot be completely eliminated. For that, appropriate 
measurements need to be made so later these sources can be statistically quantified. Another key 
aspect of SHM is data cleansing. During the process of feature selection, the data to accept or to 
reject is defined and this process is usually empirical, i.e., guided with previous experience with data 
acquisition. Signal processing techniques such as filtering and re-sampling are examples of data 
cleansing methods. 
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Figure 1. General flow chart of a SHM system. 

 
The feature extraction and data condensation stage of SHM deals with the identification of data 
features, for each specific situation, that allow the separation between damaged and undamaged 
structural condition. A damage-sensitive feature facilitates the process of damage detection from 
multiple measurements of the structural response. There are several methods for identification of 
these features and they normally imply comparisons with analytical or experimental models to 
express comparative measures of model parameters or predictive errors. For example, adequate FE 
models can be used to introduce flaws through computer simulation and the flawed system can then 
be analyzed in order to perceive what parameters are sensitive enough to distinguish between 
damaged and undamaged systems. Damage accumulation testing, where the structure undertakes 
degradation while being subjected to realistic loading conditions, can be of great asset to identify 
features. This approach can involve induced-damage or fatigue testing, corrosion growth or 
temperature cycling to add certain types of damage in an accelerated way. The innovative current 
technology used for SHM allows the obtainment of more detailed information through 
measurements which, in turn, implies that more data is produced. A condensation of the data is 
consequently advantageous and necessary when comparisons of many feature sets are intended, 
even more if the features are continuously assembled during all the lifetime of the structure. Also 
due to these extensive periods of reading and analysis, the data reduction techniques shall be robust 
so that they can retain feature sensitivity to the structural changes while in presence of O/E 
variability. In this sense, to further assist in the extraction and recording of high quality data needed 
to perform SHM, the statistical significance of the features should be characterized and used in the 
condensation process.  
 
The statistical-model development is an essential part of SHM as it concerns the development of 
algorithms that operate on the extracted features to assess the state of structural damage. All these 
algorithms analyze statistical distributions of the measured feature to enhance the damage 
identification process and they can essentially fall in three categories: group classification (the 

, regression analysis (outputs are discrete class labels) respects the prediction of continuous 
) and novelty detection. The two first types belong to the supervised learning approach quantities

while the last type belongs to the unsupervised training category. In the next section, brief 
descriptions of the most common SHM algorithms can be found. 
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2.4. Literature review 

An ideal SHM system typically consists of a network of sensors for collecting response 
measurements and a data analysis algorithm for interpretation of the measurements in terms of the 
structure’s physical condition. This section comprises a summary of some of the most recently 
succeeded developments of SHM methods and damage detection techniques that resulted in 
published papers, mainly in scientific peer-reviewed journals. Some papers that propose 
improvements for well-known established methods are also appraised here. Of course, this single 
section cannot be a complete review on SHM, which is a quite broad field, but hopefully the work 
and references cited will cover the major theoretical and practical issues regarding SHM. 

 

2.4.1. Sensor placement optimization 

Sensor distribution is a critical part of any damage detection system. An enhanced configuration 
allows for accurate SHM information, improvement of the reliability and robustness of the system, 
minimization of the number of sensors and, thus, reduction of the investment in hardware. 
Typically, the very best configuration is the one that requires the least number of sensors to obtain 
the maximum SHM information. 
 
Li et al. [5] proposed a novel approach called Dual-Structure Coding and Mutation Particle Swarm 
Optimization (DSC-MPSO) algorithm for optimal sensor placement (OSP). Modal analysis, namely 
mode shape matrix composed of different number of modes, is used for OSP. As the selection of the 
mode number has a strong influence in the placement results, the first step of the approach is to 
obtain the first derivative of an index called the cumulative effective modal mass participation 
factor, in order to select the main contributing modes. Then, a novel method combining 
Dual-Structure Coding with the mutation operator (to improve the swarm diversity) is used to 
define the optimal sensor configurations. In order to validate it, the proposed method is tried out to 
provide the optimal sensor placement in a long-span cable-stayed bridge. For comparison, the 
authors perform tests using other OSP methods such as the Effective Independent method, Genetic 
Algorithm and Standard Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. The results showed that the 
proposed algorithm increases the convergence speed and precision when compared with the other 
tested methods. 
 
Huang, Ludwig & Deng [6] developed a sensor optimization approach based on the Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) for sensor placement of SHM under harsh conditions. The motivation for this work 
is that sensors are much more vulnerable to harsh environmental conditions than the actual 
structure they are applied to and in the presence of these conditions the sensors may fail, leading to 
an unreliable monitoring system. The immediate solution would be to use high-cost 
harsh-environment resistant sensors but that of course raises the cost of the system. Therefore, an 
ideal SHM system will be the one with the lowest required number of sensors that still satisfies a 
certain level of monitoring accuracy. The algorithm considers the tradeoff between measurement 
accuracy and cost of the system with a weight factor. Giving the sensor types as input and criteria 
about the desired measurement accuracy, the proposed algorithm is able to deliver the optimal total 
number of sensors and their location. The method is validated by a single-bay steel frame subjected 
to a harsh environment of high temperature and large strain. The difference between the theoretical 
and experimental results showed to be within 5%, indicating that the proposed sensor placement 
optimization method based on the GA is effective for SHM implementation in harsh environments. 
 
Yi, Li & Wang [7] proposed a new optimal sensor placement technique in multi-dimensional space. 
The justification for this work is that most available procedures for sensor placement (e.g. Modal 
Assurance Criterion) only guarantee optimization in an individual structural direction, resulting in 
an ineffective optimization of the sensing network when employing multi-axial sensors. For 
instance, adopting a triaxial accelerometer in x-direction, the y and z-directions are also placed at 
the same point that may not be the best location for these directions. Therefore the authors propose 
a multiaxial optimal criterion, developed by taking into account three translational degrees of 
freedom as a single unit in the Fisher information matrix. The mentioned criterion results from the 
combination of the triaxial effective independence (EfI3) and the modal assurance criterion. 
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Subsequently, a swarm intelligent algorithm termed distributed Wolf algorithm (DWA) is used to 
enhance the optimization performance. A shuffling strategy is integrated in the DWA to achieve 
higher searching capability and better convergence performance. The proposed approach is 
validated by the benchmark structure developed by the University of Central Florida and the results 
show that the method outperforms the existing techniques for optimization of sensor placement. 
 

2.4.2. Mitigation of operational and environmental variability effects 

In real-world the measured signal is most likely contaminated by noise, such that the information 
accusing a small damage is probably masked by the noise. In fact, the separation of the changes in 
structural response caused by operational and environmental variability from the changes triggered 
by damage, remains one of the principal challenges for the transition of SHM technology from 
research to practice. To overcome this problem, robust feature extraction procedures are a must. 
 
Sun, Nagayama & Fujino [8] investigated the effect of measurement noise in the Curvature-based 
damage detection method and proposed an approach to minimize this effect for practical 
application using realistic cases. The curvature-based method is one of several damage detection 
methods based on the static and dynamic response of the structure, extracting modal parameters 
from vibration measurements to identify changes in its physical properties. The proposed method in 
this work provides the length of curvature calculation interval that yields the smallest ratio of 
noise-induced curvature variation to damage-induced curvature increase, based on a FE 
three-dimensional bridge model. Because of the often limited number of displacement transducers, 
the Maxwell-Betti Theorem is adopted to attain dense displacement measurement from where the 
curvature is obtained. A laboratory experiment using a beam specimen with prefabricated damage is 
performed in order to verify the reliability of the proposed method, which is proved to be suitable 
for application on girder bridges. 
 
Jin et al. [9] developed an extended Kalman Filter-based Artificial Neural Network (EKFNN) 
method for damage detection application in a highway bridge under severe temperature changes 
and equipped with a long-term monitoring system. The training data is first obtained from 
acceleration and temperature measurements in an in-service highway bridge located in the US, over 
a year of monitoring, and then the correlations between natural frequencies and temperature are 
investigated to select the best input for the neural network. The time-lagged natural frequencies, 
time-lagged temperature and season index are selected as the inputs for the neural network, which 
predicts the natural frequency at the next time step. The Kalmar filter is used to estimate the 
weights of the neural network and the confidence intervals of the natural frequencies that allow 
damage detection. The temperature induced changes in the natural frequencies have been taken 
into account before choosing the threshold of the damage detection system and numerical tests 
showed the simulated damage scenarios in a FE model to have been successfully evaluated by the 
proposed method. 
 

2.4.3. Methods for damage detection based on Machine Learning 

tecnhiques 

Machine learning has been widely used in SHM due to its capability. In the feature classification and 
pattern recognition processes, machine learning methods are applied to analyze the distributions of 
the extracted features in order to assess the health of the structure. These algorithms normally 
belong to the outlier detection category, which considers training data coming exclusively from the 
normal condition of the structure (unsupervised learning). It is worth mentioning the reputable 
work done by Worden and Farrar [4] in monitoring of structures using machine learning techniques 
such as neural networks, genetic algorithms and support vector machines. The chief contributor for 
the development of the work here presented, as referred before, is the work done by Gonzalez [2], 
where the author proposed a novel damage identification tecnhique for railway bridges based on 
ANNs. 
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Diez et al. [10] proposed a Clustering-based data-driven Machine Learning approach for damage 
detection. Joints with similar behavior on bridge are put into groups in order to discriminate the 
ones working in normal condition from the ones working in abnormal condition. The method 
includes feature extraction (raw acceleration data are transformed into a unique feature in time 
domain) and outlier removal using the k-Nearest neighbors algorithm (enabling for data dimension 
reduction). After the elimination of outliers, the resulting events are transformed into the frequency 
domain using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). Finally, the k-mean clustering algorithm is applied 
in order to characterize the normal behavior of the structure, partitioning the available data into k 
clusters. The vibration responses are acquired from different joints and classified, enabling for 
damage to be identified and located. The method was validated by using real data collected from the 
Sydney Harbour Bridge. The results from clustering demonstrated correlations between similarly 
located joints in different bridge zones and helped to detect a damaged joint and a joint with a 
defective sensor, proving to be a suitable method for detecting structural damage and sensor faulty 
performance, respectively. Joint-based clustering revealed to yield better results than event-based 
clustering and more focus on vehicle tracking is recommended by the authors in order to improve 
the clustering process by means of reducing the variance within successive events. 
 
Zhou et al. [11] proposed a structural damage detection method based on posteriori probability 
Support Vector Machine (PPSVM) and Dempster-Shafer (DS) evidence theory. The method 
integrates the multi-sensory data fusion and classified ensemble to locate and quantify damage. In a 
first step, wavelet decomposition analysis is applied to extract energy features from the original 
vibration response signal and then the proposed combined approach is used for identification of 
damage. Between the three kinds of level of information fusion tried out in an experimental 
analysis, the decision level fusion revealed to be the best. This approach involves processing the 
classification results of prior classification levels, taking benefit of the redundancy of a set of 
independent classifies to attain higher robustness by combining their results. The fusion of sensor 
data from several sensors may surprisingly yield worse results (e.g. due to failure of one of the 
sensors) than those obtained by taking the most appropriate sensor and only the decision level 
fusion allows avoiding this bad effect. The results obtained from the experimental study on a 
4-storey benchmark building structure showed that the decision level fusion can provide a more 
accurate and stable detection capability when compared with other common data mining methods. 
 
Santos et al. [12] presented a paper in which they propose a novel early-damage detection data 
driven strategy that combines static SHM data and Machine Learning methods. The motivation for 
this work is that early-damage is usually a local phenomenon for which it may be inefficient to apply 
statistical and machine learning techniques using the global character Vibration-based damage 
detection methods. Early-damage is admitted to produce dead load redistribution and thus an 
original feature of the strategy involves its sensitivity to early-damage of local nature, which is 
obtained by combining clustering methods and static effects data generated by dead load 
redistributions. The use of static data has the advantage of occasioning less expensive applications 
that use few low-cost sensors, consequently promoting the use of this method. In contrast to the 
common approach, the proposed one does not require the definition of a baseline model in which 
the analyzed structure must be supposed undamaged or damaged. Feature extraction, data 
normalization and statistical classification are performed using unsupervised learning methods such 
as the Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Cluster analysis and Symbolic dissimilarities. In order 
to validate the method, data collected from a cable-stayed bridge in Portugal was used as input in FE 
time-history analysis containing four damage simulations: reductions of 1%, 2%, 5% and 10% in the 
stiffness of one stay cable. From the results of a real-time procedure simulation it was concluded 
that the average distance between clusters is an effective early-damage sensitive feature and the two 
best out of four cluster validity indexes tried out were the Calinski and Harabaz and the Global 
Silhouette indexes, which were selected for the proposed method. Under noise levels measured 
in-situ, it was proven that the method is capable to detect stiffness reductions of at least 1% in stay 
cables. 
 

2.4.4. Other methods for damage detection 

Zheng & Shen [13] developed a novel Adjustable Hybrid Resampling (AHR) approach to derive 
samples representing probabilistic distributions of unknown damages indexes through Bayesian 
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inference, based on vibration measurements. The authors encourage the implementation of the 
proposed method as it reduces computational cost in detecting damage in structures and evaluating 
the associated uncertainties (for example, such as the ones related to Vibration-based methods). 
The proposed method is based on the implementation of two alternative newly developed 
resampling processes, the Reserved Sample Resampling (RSR) and the Direct Resampling (DR), 
which modify the resampling procedures in multiple resampling processes of the original 
Transitional Markov Chain Monte Carlo (TMCMC) simulation for Bayesian inference. The proposed 
AHR method is able to quickly identify important regions where samples abound and effectively 
transforms samples to more optimal positions in a computationally efficient manner, yielding a 
significant reduction in the computational effort of implementing Bayesian inference for damage 
detection. The method is validated by performing damage detection in truss joints and members 
through vibration measurements with up to twenty unknown damage parameters. 
 
Rao & Lakshmi [14] proposed a novel damage identification technique combining Proper 
Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) with time-frequency analysis using Hilbert Huang Transform 
(HHT) and Dynamic Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization (DQPSO). The integration of these 
methods allow for the detection of damage over continuous online SHM, indicating the exact instant 
of the occurrence of damage, its location and quantification. The dynamic response data 
(accelerations) was obtained from a FE model of the damaged structure, with damage being 
simulated by a reduction of the flexural rigidity at some section, and measurement errors were 
taken into account by adding White Gaussian Noise to the acceleration time history. The first step of 
the combining technique is to apply HHT to the acceleration time history data obtained from 
continuous health monitoring, to follow up the instantaneous amplitude. When the instantaneous 
amplitude grows suddenly at some instant, that is interpreted as damage. After the exact time 
instant of damage is defined, the slope of the difference in Proper Orthogonal Modes (POMs) of 
baseline and current data is used to identify the damage location. Finally, the damage quantification 
assessment is performed by formulating the problem as an optimization problem, solved with a 
DQPSO algorithm. In order to validate the proposed method, two numerical examples considering 
single and multiple damage cases were studied and the consistency of the method was verified by 
varying the spatial temperatures and the signal to noise ratio. Results proved that the combined 
technique method enables the reliable identification of the exact instant of the occurrence of 
damage, the extent of damage and its spatial location, considering a varied choice of damage 
severities and locations, while admitting uncertainties associated with experimental measurements. 
 
Entezami et al. [15] proposed a method for damage detection and identification of its location and 
severity based on direct model updating of physical properties using a Moore-Penrose inverse 
problem. The proposed model updating technique is capable to overcome some shortcomings of the 
classical damage detection methods, such as computational errors due to deficiencies in the initial 
definition of the structure model, existence of incomplete measured models (mode shapes and 
natural frequencies are often incomplete) and noise contamination of the modal data. In order to 
work around the problem of identifying incomplete modal data, the Moore-Penrose method is used 
to invert the rectangular matrix of vibration modes. Changes in the stiffness matrix are regarded as 
indication of damage and the proposed method starts by finding the location of damage by means of 
the stiffness error matrix, given as the deviation between stiffness matrices associated to damaged 
and undamaged structural condition. Alterations in the diagonal of this matrix are used to extract 
the maximum values which are characterized as places of damage. Then, a linear objective function 
is introduced to predict damage severity by the application of a stiffness modification factor. The 
proposed method is validated by simulating several damage cases with two numerical examples, a 
two-dimensional truss and a cantilever beam, for which the modal data is assumed incomplete and 
the inverses of rectangular matrices are obtained with the Moore-Penrose technique. The 
introduction of noise in the modal data leads to an alteration in the stiffness damage localization 
indicator but the change is not sufficient to compromise the results. The predicted damage is 
compared with the predefined values of induced damage and from here it can be concluded that the 
proposed approach allows to accurately identify the location of damage and its severity through the 
updating procedure, even with the influence of noise. 
 
Torkamani et al. [16] proposed a damage identification approach, for detection and real-time 
monitoring of damage-induced changes, using an extended Kalman-Bucy filter as a stochastic 
estimation technique. The method is applicable both as a vibration-based technique and as a 
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guided-wave technique for SHM. The drive for this work is that the Kalman-Bucy filter has 
improved aptitude in inconstant parameter estimation compared with the extended Kalmar filter 
and the hyperchaotic excitation is shown to have an enhanced capability as a damage indicator, 
compared with simple chaotic excitations, due to their inherent high sensitivity to small changes in 
damage severity. The discretized partial differential equation for propagation of frequency-shifted 
hyperchaotic guided waves constitutes the process model while measurements of the transmitted 
wave at equally-spaced points along the structure constitute the observations for the optimal 
filtering problem. The proposed technique is able to monitor changes in the identified parameters 
by determining the parameter that has changed, the magnitude of the change and the instant in 
time it occurred. Validation is performed by means of FE simulation of guided-wave propagation in 
a cantilever beam that undergoes damage-induced reduction in the Elasticity modulus. Based on the 
results, the method was proven to efficiently perform real-time identification and assessment of 
damage in nonlinear and hysteretic structures of single or multiple degrees-of-freedom, by means of 
measured acceleration response contaminated with noise. The application of the method is though 
limited in the presence of complex damage situations and the substitution of the Kalmar-Bucy filter 
by Fuzzy Identification algorithms is suggested for future investigation. 
 
Cantero & Basu [17] proposed a damage detection method integrating the Continuous Wavelet 
Transform (CWT) as a time-frequency tool for investigation of the dynamic response of a traversing 
vehicle over rail track irregularities. The CWT presents the advantage of having a variable resolution 
in the frequency domain and allows overcoming some difficulties associated with the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) standard approach. In this study, differing from the common approach, the 
response of the passing vehicle is studied instead of the response of the structure. The idea is that 
the damaged rail infrastructure will induce localized deformations on the track, which will in turn 
induce changes in the acceleration signal of the moving vehicle. This information can be obtained in 
the low frequency range of the signal and, therefore, the CWT is applied featuring a high frequency 
resolution at low frequencies. The signal’s total energy will vary since the signal being investigated, 
the vertical acceleration of the vehicle, is assumed to be highly dependent on the speed of the train. 
Thus, the wavelet coefficients are normalized against the signal’s total energy, so that the method is 
speed-independent. The values of the coefficients depend on the chosen wavelet basis, the sampling 
frequency and the considered scales. The maximum scale to be regarded should comply with the 
maximum damage wavelength of interest. It was demonstrated that the sum of the coefficients for 
all analyzed scales, defined as the functional of the absolute of the wavelet coefficients, provides a 
strong indication of the local singularities in time. Furthermore, the maximum peak value is an 
appropriate indicator to estimate the presence and location of isolated irregularities. Based on the 
functional, a threshold is defined allowing for the classification of the track as damaged or 
undamaged: peak values exceeding the threshold indicate the existence of an irregularity. To 
validate the performance of the method, a Monte Carlo analysis is performed and some model 
parameters, such as vehicle mechanical properties and severity of damage, are continuously and 
randomly varied between simulations. 
 
Alamdari et al. [18] proposed a method for detection of single and multiple damage in the 
premature stages of development, based on the principles of symbolic dynamics. One of the main 
difficulties that SHM applications face is to handle large amounts of data and, in this sense, 
symbolic dynamics have some advantageous properties such as: the information is available in a 
reduced compact fashion while still providing a truthful representation of the underlying data, 
symbolic dynamics and the statistical analysis built upon them are appropriate for the analysis of 
nonstationary time data and the key features of the system are well capture even in the presence of 
noise. Compared with Artificial Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines, the Symbolic Time 
Series Analysis (STSA) approach provides more robust damage indices in the presence of 
measurement noise. STSA of noise-adulterated responses is used for feature extraction in order to 
detect and localize potential damage in the structure, according to variations in the statistical 
behavior of symbol sequences since the statistical features of the symbol sequences are good 
describers of the dynamic status of the system. The method essentially follows the subsequent steps: 
acquisition of the time series data; generating the symbol space to yield symbol sequences by means 
of the wavelet transformed version of the time series data; creating the symbol probability vectors to 
provide anomaly measures and, finally, localizing damage as a result of any abrupt variation in the 
measurements at different locations. To validate the proposed method, numerical simulations 
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regarding several damage conditions were performed. A flexural beam and a two-dimensional 
planar truss bridge, both subjected to Gaussian excitation with 2% of white noise, were tested. 
 
Follen et al. [19] proposed a novel SHM approach for bridges based on a bridge signature, which is 
defined as the expected response of a bridge under loading (e.g. traffic) as measured by an 
instrumentation system. This method of structural damage identification is original because it has 
the asset to decouple the measured structural response from detailed FE analysis. The bridge 
response can be evaluated by means of nonparametric statistical methods that make few 
assumptions and provide prediction intervals regarding the signature. The behavior of the structure 
may change over time and it is the deviation from the baseline prediction intervals of the bridge 
signature that points out changes in the structural properties and, hence, the possible presence of 
damage. To validate the proposed method, truck load events were registered for six months and 
were used in the estimation of a nonparametric cumulative probability distribution of maximum 
strain outputs, based on which the bridge signature was defined. The proposed method was attested 
to work given only strain outputs from future truck events, deprived of information about the 
loading inputs. Several damage scenarios were tried out and, from the results, the method was 
shown to be robust and computationally efficient for SHM applications. 
 
Reiff, Sanayei & Vogel [20] developed a two-phase hypothesis testing framework for damage 
detection in bridges based on girder distribution factor (GDFs). The GDFs are calculated from a 
sample of measured strain data collected during traffic events over the course of a week and used to 
establish a baseline representing the probabilistic behavior of the healthy bridge under normal 
operating conditions. Hereafter, at the end of each day, a new sample can be compared with the 
healthy baseline, making possible to detect existing damage in the structure in opportune time since 
GDF is a robust indicator of bridge performance. In order to obtain the damaged response, a 
calibrated FE model was developed to simulate GDF samples under four damage scenarios of the 
bridge. Then, the obtained samples are compared with the baseline by means of the rank-sum test 
and a damage index able to warn for unusual structural behavior is defined. A simple bootstrap 
resampling scheme is applied to evaluate the probabilities of issuing a Type I error and a Type II 
error, respectively, the probabilities of alerting for fictional damage and missing damage. In a 
second phase of the proposed method, a three-dimensional statistical bridge signature is developed 
to help damage assessment and localization. With the bootstrap method, a collection of prospective 
baseline bridge signatures is defined and when a bridge signature falls outside this envelope, 
damage is detected. Damage proved to be successfully detected in all the considered damage 
scenarios, whilst controlling the Type I and Type II errors typically associated with damage 
detection systems. The proposed method shows evidence to provide a reliable probabilistic tool to 
aid damage assessment and localization. 
 
O’Brien & Malekjafarian [21] presented a novel algorithm for indirect damage detection in bridges 
based on the mode shapes estimated from the response of a passing vehicle. Referred to a moving 
coordinate, the bridge response is measured by an instrumented vehicle equipped with laser 
vibrometers and accelerometers. The mode shapes are then determined with high resolution from 
measurements through an improved version of the Short Time Frequency Domain Decomposition 
(STFDD). In order to evaluate the presence of damage and its location, a damage index based on 
mode shape squares (MOSS) is defined. By means of a numerical case study considering different 
damage scenarios, the efficiency of the proposed method is attested. Results showed that damage is 
accurately detected when the vehicle moves at very slow rate and that the method still performs well 
for speeds up to 8 m/s. Relevant issues concerning the STFDD method for identification of mode 
shapes are studied in this paper, such as the effect of road profile, the limited resolution of the 
estimated mode shapes and the effect of measurement noise. To address the last problem a moving 
average filtering is used to improve the results from noise-polluted data. 
 
Santos et al. [22] a presented a memetic-based global expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm for 
damage detection based on particle swarm optimization (PSO). This novel method proposes to 
improve the stability and reliability of the EM algorithm that supports the Gaussian mixture models 
(GMMs), in the process of finding the optimal number of clusters and their parameters. This helps 
overcoming the problem when using the GMMs applied to fit the clusters normal/abnormal 
condition of the structure, since in the EM-GMM approach the optimal parameters determined by 
the EM algorithm are heavily dependent on the choice of the initial parameters. As a consequence, 
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the cluster configuration may change during executions with different initial parameters. By means 
of data sets from two real-world structures, it was concluded that the proposed approach to damage 
detection is superior to the state-of-art ones, where structural condition assessment is performed 
through the Mahalanobis and Euclidean distances and as long as the main stable state conditions of 
the structure are properly determined. The performance of the classifier is then attested on the basis 
of Type I/Type II errors trade-offs but overall the PSO-based improved method was demonstrated 
to have a positive impact in the damage detection procedure. 
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3 Methodology 

3.1. Background in SHM 
 
Visual inspection is regarded as one of the basic techniques for assessment of condition of 
in-service bridges. This technique is intuitive and provides information in a straightforward way, 
solely based on observation. This simple technique, being possibly the oldest, seemed to work fine 
for a long period of time. But that was back in the time when man-build structures were simpler 
and now, this technique used alone, has many shortcomings. Due to the growing complexity in 
the design of modern structures and due to the developing know-how in construction, that allows 
for building in remote places, visual inspections may not be practicable given the restricted 
accessibility. This technique has a time discrete application conducted on a pre-set schedule, 
while it is preferable to have a monitoring technique that provides information in a continuous 
fashion. Also important is the subjective rating of the visual inspection outcome, which always 
involves some degree of uncertainty. In this sense, effort was placed in developing damage 
detection techniques that handle measurement data to find structural changes [23] . 
 
Structural Health Monitoring techniques comprise non-physically and physically based methods. 
The former use a system model to study a physical structure and predict the responses; examples of 
methods that fall in this category are the probabilistic, non-parametric and autoregressive (AR) 
models methods [24]. The latter perform damage identification by comparing natural frequencies 
and mode shapes data between the healthy and damaged structural model; example of methods that 
fall in this category are the vibration-based damage identification methods (VBDIM) such as 
frequency response [25], mode shape and strain energy methods [26], modal flexibility and modal 
stiffness methods. Many broad classes of damage detection algorithms have emerged, most dealing 
with vibration measurements and modal analysis of the structural system. Although structural 
properties like damping, modal shapes and frequencies are not directly measurable they can be 
inferred from other measured data. These properties have somewhat clear definitions and allow the 
relatively easy design of algorithms that define them, therefore being good candidates for 
parameters of a damage detection technique. It is important to underline nonetheless that damage 
identification is far from being a forthright process, from the basic step of defining what damage is 
up to decoding it in mathematical terms. Due to the random variability in experimentally measured 
dynamic response data, statistical approaches are desired to make sure that the perceived changes 
in the structure’s response are coming from existing damage and not from variations in the 
operational and environmental conditions. 
 
Many of the existing approaches in SHM may not be fully efficient in damage detection if 
individually applied in numerous present-day situations, for several reasons such as that: modern 
structures have significant sizes; some methods require up-close access to the structural elements in 
question; high labor cost as an operator is needed on site to perform the measurements; often only 
rather far progressed and significant damage can be detected; measurements can yield information 
only at one particular moment in time, not providing information about accumulated damage and 
making it difficult to foresee trends or sudden events. In summary, generally, no single method or 
technology can provide all the desired information to ensure the best follow-up of a structure. The 
careful integration of recently developed sensing technology with traditional inspection and 
avant-garde diagnostic techniques, although, will provide the best information that engineers and 
policymakers need to manage the structures that serve our society. Brief descriptions of currently 
used damage detection algorithms can be found in the next section, with focus on Machine Learning 
model-free methods and more particularly on ANNs, which is used in this study. In order to achieve 
a deeper understanding about the existing algorithms, reading further about the matter is 
recommended. 
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3.2. Techniques implemented in SHM 

3.2.1. Acoustic emissions 

Among various NDE techniques employed in SHM, Acoustic Emissions (AEs) are one of the most 
known together with visual inspections. AEs are based on the physical concept that when a damage 
mechanism is activated, the rapid localized redistribution of stresses is given as the release of 
transient elastic waves in solids that are easily convertible by piezoelectric transducers into electric 
signals. These signals can be interpreted and used to identify and localize damage. Examples of uses 
of AEs regarding civil engineering materials include yielding of steel, crack propagation in both steel 
and concrete, corrosion of metals and matrix debonding for composites. Some of the advantages 
[27] of using AEs methods for monitoring in bridges are: these can detect the nature and active 
moment when damage occurs; the high-sensitivity that allows the detection of small defects; large 
areas of the structure can be covered with few disposed sensors and the sources of damage do not 
need to be known with accuracy. On the other hand, despite the apparently uncomplicated theory 
behind it, the method can give raise to some issues. The major disadvantage of using this method is 
that, since operational environments are often noisy, the AE signal can be easily corrupted and 
signal discrimination may be difficult. 

 

3.2.2. Vibration-Based 

Methods that use the dynamic response of the structure, such as the Vibration-Based Damage 
Identification Methods (VBDIM), were proven to be capable of identifying global damage [28]. The 
frequencies and mode shapes of the structure under vibration are a function of its mass and stiffness 
and, as mass generally remains constant, any changes in the dynamic behavior will be associated 
with stiffness variations, which implicitly point to the presence of damage in the structure. VBDIM 
methods consist of measuring and evaluating the dynamic behavior of the structure and then 
comparing it to the behavior simulated by numerical models, for instance finite element models. 
Feature extraction is performed by means of signal analysis tools such as the short-time Fourier 
Transform, Wavelet analysis or Hilbert transform.  Eigenfrequencies are typically used for damage 
detection but these features are often more sensitive to the environment than the actual damage to 
be detected, therefore it is important to build a system that can make the distinction between 
damage and environmental triggered changes. For example, changes in the support fixation due to 
thermal expansions may be misperceived as damage by the system but even if changes in the 
dynamic response of the structure are detected, these do not implicate harm to the condition of the 
structure. If one chooses mode shapes as the feature in the other hand, these are less sensitive to 
environmental conditions but the disadvantage is that the computational time to process these 
measurements is usually longer than for frequencies. Although the use of frequencies or mode 
shapes as diagnostic parameters can reflect the presence of damage (with the convenience of 
associated low costs, since sensors do not need to be placed near the location of damage to be able to 
detect it), it cannot provide adequate information about the location of damage and the 
effectiveness in detection will depend on this location. This is not surprising since the described 
method of vibration assessment is a global method, allowing for the assessment of the entire 
structure’s integrity. However damage is normally a local event and localized damage such as 
cracking or corrosion may give little indication of damage when using this method. Also, for 
example, damage located near a support of an one-span simply supported bridge may yield 
unnoticeable changes in frequency response and mode shapes [29] and, as a result, damage will be 
overlooked. In order to avoid these difficulties, approaches such as wavelet-based damage detection 
have been considered by several researchers over the last decade. 
 

3.2.3. Genetic algorithms 

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a computational technique used to generate solutions for problem 
optimization simulating the processes of natural selection, evolution and genetics. The GA was first 
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used to simulate processes in natural systems necessary for evolution, in the sense that, in nature, 
competition amongst individuals for limited resources results in the fittest individuals dominating 
the weaker ones. The first stage of a GA is to set an initial population of parent solutions that are 
ranked by fitness, i.e, how well they solve the problem at hand. Based on their fitness, a stochastic 
selection and recombination of the parent solutions creates a new generation of solutions.  This new 
generation will be composed of solutions with better fitness than their parents but also solutions 
with worse fitness. The best ones will be selected for the creation of a new generation and the 
process is successively repeated towards the optimal solution - until the best individual is good 
enough. This approach, combined with artificial neural networks, has been used successfully for 
optimal sensor location problems in damage detection, for feature extraction/selection applications 
in data compression algorithms and for pattern recognition problems. 

 

3.2.4. Support Vector Machines 

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are supervised learning models that use learning algorithms that 
are able to learn structure from data. Thus they are apt for classification and regression analysis by 
using machine learning concepts to maximize the predictive accuracy while avoiding over-fitting. 
The main idea behind these methods is that given a set of training data points, each belonging to 
one of two classes, the SVM algorithm has to decide in which class a new data point will have its 
place. With that, the SVM builds a model for the assignment of data between any two classes, 
making it a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. The algorithm represents the points from the 
two classes in some space, in a mapped way so they are separated by a clear gap. Then new data 
points are mapped into the same space and predicted by the algorithm to belong to one of the 
categories according to the side of the gap where they fall on. The aim of SVM consists of finding the 
separating plane between the two classes of training data that maximizes the distance between the 
classes – the maximum margin classifier plane. In other words, the SVM chooses the best plane so 
that the distance from it to the nearest point, one in each side of the gap, is maximized. In a SHM 
perspective, the SVMs can be used to analyze and classify data measurements from a structure (or 
features derived from those measurements) into damaged or undamaged condition classes. 

 

3.2.5. Artificial Neural Networks 

3.2.5.1. Background 

The existing methods implemented in damage detection can be essentially divided into model-based 
and model-free. The first approach presupposes an accurate finite element model of the target 
structure. One obvious advantage of this approach is that the damage detected has a direct physical 
interpretation. Nevertheless, it may be difficult to develop an accurate model of a complex structure 
and it can be intricate as well to obtain and continuously update the parameters that define the 
structure. On the contrary, the model-free approach allows circumventing the problem of having to 
develop a detailed structural model, mostly by using artificial intelligence, but it makes it more 
difficult to give a physical meaning to the detected damage. This second approach consists in 
training an algorithm on some acquired data, usually in an unsupervised manner (only the data 
from undamaged condition is used), so that it can predict future behavior of the system. Given some 
new input data to the trained network and after performing some sort of statistical analysis, one can 

he first hopefully assess the structural condition, perchance if the system is damaged. As a result, t
stage of damage identification uses methods that provide a qualitative indication of the presence of 
damage in the structure, which can be accomplished without prior knowledge of how the system 
behaves when damaged. These algorithms are referred as outlier or novelty detection methods: 
these have the task of classifying test data that deviate in some way from the data that are accessible 
during training, where the model is built to describe normal training data. In other words, if there 
are significant deviations between measured and expected values, the algorithm is said to indicate 
novelty, meaning that the structure has departed from its normal condition and damage is probably 

To solve the task of novelty detection one can use learning algorithms such present in the structure. 
as Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), which according to [30] belong to the category of novelty 
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detection techniques entitled reconstruction-based. Other techniques will be scattered by other four 
categories: probabilistic, distance-based, domain-based and information-theoretic techniques. 
Prosaic examples of applications of ANNs are [31]: speech recognition and generation, optimization 
of chemical processes, manufacturing process control, cancer cell analysis, transplant time 
optimizer, recognition of chromosomal abnormalities, solution of optimal routing problems such as 
the Traveling Salesman Problem, et cetera. 
 
Artificial Neural Networks are a family of mathematical models inspired by the structure of 
biological neural networks, such as the central nervous system of animals and humans, and is 
thought to have foundations in the pioneering work on neurons as structural constituents of the 
brain in the 1910s. It was established in the work of Ramón and Cajál [32] that the basic processing 
unit of the brain is the nerve cell or neuron, whose main components can be comprehended in 
Figure 2: 1) the dendrites, which receive the input signals; 2) the body of the cell (nucleus), which is 
responsible for processing the input signals and 3) the axon, which is the fiber that sends the signal 
from the body of the cell towards the neighbor neurons. The neurons interact with each other and 
each neuron acts by summing stimuli from connected neurons. Once the total stimuli exceed a 
certain threshold, the neuron fires – a phenomenon called activation - generating a new stimulus 
that is spread into the network. A more comprehensive review on brain paradigm in the perspective 
of ANNs can be found in [4]. 
 

 

Figure 2. Components of the biological neuron. 

Knowledge is encoded in the connection strengths between the neurons in the brain. Concerning 
learning, the initial brain at birth is gradually modified as a result of its interaction with the 
environment. This development is believed to occur as an evolution in the connection strengths 
between neurons when various patterns of stimuli and proper responses are triggered in the brain 
as a result of signals collected by the sense organs. It was thought that if some analogous 
mechanism could be developed for computational models, there would be an attractive possibility of 
programming these systems simply by exposing them to a sequence of stimuli-response pairs so that 
the network could learn the correct relationship by strengthening some of its internal connections. 
 
Just like the neuron is the base logic unit of the brain, all neural network models consist of very 
small building blocks, called the artificial neurons. The idea is that these neurons receive a set of 
stimuli (input) and produce a single response (output). In 1943, Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts 
[33] wrote a paper in which they demonstrate how neurons work in the brain and to do so they 
modeled a simple neural network using electrical circuits. In the McCulloch-Pitts (MCP) model, 
inputs and outputs are considered to be binary, either fire (producing a nonzero output) or do not 
fire. This model has a structure constituted by two blocks, summation and activation as depicted in 
Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. The McCulloch-Pitts neuron. 

 

The 𝑛 input values 𝑥𝑖 ∈ {0,1} are weighted by a factor 𝑤𝑖  before they are passed to the body of the 
neuron. After weighted, the inputs are summed to produce an activation signal 𝑧, 
 

𝑧 =∑𝑤𝑖𝑥𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
( 1 ) 

 

 
which is then passed through a nonlinear activation function within the commonly used step 
function (Heaviside) linear, logistic (sigmoidal) and hyperbolic tangent functions. For example, in 
the most simple of the cases, if the output signal 𝑦 is 
 

𝑦 = 𝑘𝑧 
( 2 ) 

 
 
with 𝑘 as a constant, the neuron is linear and so would be the networks made of several of these 
neurons. The nonlinear activation function used in the MCP model is a standard (hard) threshold 
function, meaning that is “all or nothing” – values above the threshold are kept and values below are 
removed. The MCP neuron fires if the weighted sum 𝑧 exceeds some predefined threshold 𝛼, which 
means if 
 

𝑧 > 𝛼 
( 3 ) 

 
 
It was realized though that the MCP single neuron model had limited computational capabilities 
which is comprehensible as the brain itself could never work with only one neuron. The solution was 
to change to networks of neurons, which lead, in 1950, to the creation of the first serious Machine 
Learning algorithm – the Perceptron. The Perceptron is a type of classification algorithm that makes 
its predictions based on a linear function, combining a set of weights with the input feature vectors. 
 
The first multineuron network, a three-layered network structure, was proposed by Rosenblatt in 
1962 [34] and is based on the neuron model of McCulloch and Pitts. The structure of the new 
network was not homogeneous and the layers served different purposes. The first was an input layer 
that only distributed signals to the two processing layers. The first processing layer was the 
associative or hidden layer and it had no external connections. The second processing layer was the 
decision layer and it output signals to the outside world. In the original form of the perceptron, only 
the connections between the associative and decision nodes were adjustable by strength, while those 
between the input and associative nodes had to be pre-set before training. One of the main aims of 
the perceptron was to identify patterns within an image through given black and white inputs 
(Figure 4), in a similar way as the eye retina. 
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Figure 4. Rosenblatt's perceptron connected to a bitmap image, 

capable of recognizing some of its features (reproduced from [35]). 

 
Although they solved the limitation problems of the model with one single neuron, the perceptrons 
were soon also accompanied with other problems. In order to represent a function with 𝑁 
arguments, the generic perceptron was shown to require 2𝑁 elements in the associative layer, which 
indicated that the networks appeared to grow exponentially in complexity with the dimension of the 
problem. In 1969, Minsky and Papert [36] discovered several key issues with the computational 
machines that processed ANNs. One of them is that, back then, computers did not have enough 
processing power to effectively handle the long run time required by neural networks, which was 
problematic since most problems indeed required full complexity. Another problem pointed out was 
that the basic perceptron arquitecture presented extreme limitations on the information processing 
possibilities of machines. After these conclusions, the use of ANNs was somewhat discredited and 
for many years the research on neural networks had stalled or slowed down until computers 
achieved greater processing power and new ANNs paradigms were established.  
 
This latency period ended with the milestone work of Hopfield [37] in 1984. He regarded the 
network from the perspective of dynamical system theory where the outputs of the neurons can 
evolve in time. The problem of finding a learning rule for the multilayer structures turned out to be 
the result of using hard threshold as an activation function in the individual neurons. The solution 
was given by replacing the hard threshold with a continuous function such as the sigmoidal or 
hyperbolic tangent function, respectively 
 

𝑦 =
1

1 + 𝑒−𝑧
 

( 4 ) 
 

 

𝑦 = tanh (𝑧) 
( 5 ) 

 
 
After the activation function became continuous, the solution of the whole problem turned out to be 
based on partial differentiation. The backpropagation learning rule was discovered simultaneously 
by a number of research groups in the 1970s but only gained importance after several reports were 
published in 1986, with highlight for the paper by Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams [38]. This method 
is used in conjunction with an optimization method such as the gradient descent method, which 
applies the so-called delta rule, often used in machine learning to find the local minimum of linear 
systems. The method calculates the gradient of a loss function with respect to all the weights in the 
network being then fed to the optimization method, which in turn uses it to update the weights with 
the ultimate objective of minimizing the loss function. This method posteriorly allowed the 
conception of the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) algorithm which is, so far, one of the most 
frequently used in machine learning. 
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Figure 5. The multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network model, here with 1 hidden layer.  

The MLP is a generalization of the previously descripted percepton and it constitutes a feedforward 
network with the neurons arranged in layers (Figure 5). The feedforward network is one category of 
network where there are no cycles or loops - the information moves only in the forward direction, 
from the input nodes, to the hidden nodes and finally to the output nodes. Each node 𝑖 is connected 
to each node 𝑗 in the previous and following layers over a connection of weight 𝑤𝑖𝑗 . In layer 𝑘 a 

weighted sum is performed at each node 𝑖 of all the signals 𝑥𝑗
(𝑘−1) from the preceding layer 𝑘 − 1, 

giving the excitation 𝑧𝑖
(𝑘)

 of the node; this sum is then passed through a nonlinear activation 

function 𝑓 to emerge as the output of the node 𝑥𝑖
(𝑘)

 to the next layer. The process can be expressed 

as 
 

𝑥𝑖
(𝑘)
= 𝑓(𝑧𝑖

(𝑘)) = 𝑓(∑,𝑤𝑖𝑗
(𝑘)

𝑗

𝑥𝑗
(𝑘−1)) ( 6 ) 

 

A typically good choice for the activation function is the hyperbolic tangent function but other can 
also be considered as long as they are continuous and verify certain conditions regarding range and 
monotony, for example. The new feature with this network is that the neuron outputs can take any 
value between [−1,1] and there are no explicit thresholds for the neurons. A special node of the 
network, the bias node, is connected to all other nodes in the hidden and output layers. Its output is 
held fix in order to allow constant offsets in the excitations 𝑧𝑖 of each node. 
 
The first stage a neural network goes through is the training phase, where the connection weights 
𝑤𝑖𝑗  are properly defined. The type of training can involve unsupervised or supervised learning [39] 

depending on the nature of the problem being solved. In every training step, a set of inputs is passed 
forward into the network giving trial outputs that can be compared with the desired outputs. If it 
happens that the error is small, the weights are not adjusted; otherwise, the error is passed 
backwards and the training algorithm uses it to adjust the weights trying to decrease the error. This 
algorithm, referred before as the backpropagation algorithm, works as follows: for each 
presentation of a training set, a cost function 𝐽 of the network is evaluated as 
 

𝐽(𝑡) =
1

2
∑(𝑦𝑖(𝑡) − 𝑦�̂�(𝑡))

2

𝑛(𝑙)

𝑖=1

 
( 7 ) 

 

 

where 𝑛(𝑙) is the number of output layer nodes. 𝐽 = 𝐽({𝑤}) is here a function of the network 
parameters {𝑤} that are all the connection weights ordered into a vector in some order. The variable 
𝑡 denotes time, as at each instant in time an example is presented to the learning algorithm and the 
weight vector is therefore revised. After presentation of a training set, the standard steepest-descent 
algorithm needs an adjustment of the parameters. This algorithm is a first order optimization 
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algorithm that consists in finding a local minimum of a function using gradient descent, taking steps 
proportionally to the negative of the gradient of the function at the current point.  The parameters 
are updated as follows 
 

∆𝑤𝑖 = −𝜂
𝜕𝐽

𝜕𝑤𝑖
== −𝜂∇𝑖𝐽 

( 8 ) 
 

 
where ∇𝑖  is the gradient operator in the parameter space. The parameter 𝜂 – the learning coefficient 
- determines how great a step is made in the direction of the steepest descent and thus how quickly 
the optimum parameters are found. There is a noted trade-off when selecting the proper learning 
coefficient: if it is too small the convergence of the parameters may take a long time; if it is too large, 
the learning process is expected to be faster but the parameters may oscillate (i.e. not converge). 
Detailed analysis gives the update rule [40] after the presentation of a training set as 
 

𝑤𝑖𝑗
(𝑚)(𝑡) = 𝑤𝑖𝑗

(𝑚)(𝑡 − 1) + 𝜂𝛿𝑖
(𝑚)(𝑡)𝑥𝑗

(𝑚−1)(𝑡) 

 

( 9 ) 
 

where 𝛿𝑖
(𝑚)

 is the error in the output of the 𝑖th node in layer 𝑚 which is not known a priori but must 

be constructed from the known errors 𝛿𝑖
(𝑙) = (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦�̂�) at the output layer l. One solution for the 

problem of the parameter values oscillation before mentioned is to add a term to the previous 
expression where the high-frequency variations in the back propagated signal are damped. This 
term 𝛼 is called momentum and it yields 
 

∆𝑤𝑖𝑗
(𝑚)(𝑡) = 𝜂𝛿𝑖

(𝑚)(𝑡)𝑥𝑗
(𝑚−1)(𝑡) + 𝛼∆𝑤𝑖𝑗

(𝑚)(𝑡 − 1) 
( 10 ) 

 
 
The current state-of-art for training Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs) uses second order algorithms 
that do the evaluation of the second derivatives of the objective function. Compared to the first 
order, the second order algorithms are computationally more expensive but converge faster and 
present better properties with respect to trapping in local minima. The two most known and applied 
second-order algorithms are the scaled conjugate gradient approach [41] and the 
Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA) [42]. The LMA results from the combination of the 
Gauss-Newton and the steepest descent algorithms, inheriting the speed advantage of the first and 
the stability advantage of the second. The LMA algorithm can be presented as 
 

𝑤𝑘+1 = 𝑤𝑘 − (𝐽𝑘
𝑇𝐽𝑘 + 𝜇𝐼)

−1𝐽𝑘𝛿𝑘 
( 11 ) 

 
 
where 𝜇, the combination coefficient, is always positive; 𝐽 is the Jacobian matrix; 𝐼 is the identity 
matrix; 𝛿 is the error vector. If the combination coefficient is very small (nearly zero), Eq. (11) 
approximates the equation for the Gauss-Newton algorithm. If the combination coefficient is too 
large it can be interpreted as the learning coefficient in the steepest descent method as 
 

𝜂 =
1

𝜇
 

( 12 ) 
 

 
The training process using the LMA can be summed up as follows: 
 

i. With the initial weights, evaluate the total sum square error (SSE); 
ii. Do an update with Eq. (11) to adjust weights; 
iii. With these new errors, evaluate again the total error: 

- If the current total error has increased, then the step is retracted (such as by going 
back to the previous weight vector) and the 𝜇 is increased by some factor. Then 
step ii is repeated to try new updating; 

- If the current total error has decreased, then the step is accepted (such as by 
keeping the new weight vector) and the 𝜇 is decreased by some factor; 

iv. Step ii is repeated with the successive new weights until the current total error is 
smaller than the required value. 
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According to [4], by imitating the parallel nature of the brain, researchers understood that an 
artificial computing model could have some of the characteristics such as: 

 Nonlinearity: neurons are nonlinear elements and so will be the neural networks composed
of them. This great capability to learn nonlinear behavior is probably one of the reasons why
some researchers are still not entirely receptive to these algorithms as they are generally
regarded to behave as “black-box” systems that come with the right answers, while the user
cannot explain how learning from input data is done. This fact is not surprising as we know
less about how the brain works than any other organ of the body. Ideally, the answers
should be achieved by “human” mechanisms;

 Adaptivity and learning:  networks adjust their behavior in reaction to the environment.
After a set of inputs and outputs is showed to the network, the connections between
neurons will dynamically self-adjust to create appropriate responses, being this process
iterative until the network reaches a stable state when it ceases adapting;

 Evidential response: a neural network can go further than just estimating a response, it can
also give information about the confidence interval of a response;

 Fault tolerance: a neural network can still remain reliable if a neuron or a connection is not
working properly, thus having a high resistance to damage. This happens because the
knowledge is arranged in a distributed way and thus a local damage will have little effect on
the search of a pattern.

The ANNs are a powerful tool for SHM in the aid of problems in sensor data processing that require 
parallelism and optimization due the high complexity of the variables’ interactions. Generally, the 
ANNs offer solutions to four different problems: 

 Auto association: a trained network is able to restore an original pattern even if the current
input is distorted by noise or incomplete, separating noise from signal;

 Regression: yield a output characteristic for a given input;
 Classification: assign input data to given classes;
 Novelty detection: identify statistical abnormalities in the input data.

The idea behind using ANNs for SHM is to use a data set of signal parameters obtained from a 
reference structure, such as an undamaged structure or a numerical model of a structure, and to use 
soft computing methods to warn about damage and its characteristics. Only the data from normal 
operating condition of the structure is used as training data – unsupervised learning. This is 
normally what happens in reality as concerning civil engineering structures one lacks the data for 
damaged condition of the structure of interest due to costs and practicality constraints. The 
downside of using such unsupervised methods is that they do not have much diagnostic ability 
beyond simple detection. With these methods, a reference state of the normal condition is first 
established and then the newly acquired data (e.g. from measurements of the structure) is compared 
with the data expected from the baseline state. If there are significant deviations, the algorithm is 
said to indicate novelty, meaning that the structure has departed from its normal condition and is 
probably damaged. Novelty detection provides in principle a one level classification – if the 
structure is damaged or undamaged – but there is also a multilevel classification inside damage 
such as type, extent and severity. Though, to achieve superior accuracy the ANN needs to be 
designated aiming a multilevel classification, which in its turn requires prior knowledge about 
possible damage scenarios as the algorithm is based on the class labels assigned to a sample of 
measure data. 

3.2.5.2. ANN model 

The ANNs were developed and trained in the presented work by means of the Neural Network 
Toolbox available in MATLAB [43]. The architecture of the ANN is something to be designed prior 
to the training phase and it depends primarily on the amount of available data, which for this study 
was generated by the FE model with the simulation of 300 train passages. Deciding on a particular 
architecture has important consequences on how well the trained network will perform. In an initial 
trial, the data from 450 train passages was used for training the network and the data from the 150 
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remaining train passages was held in reserve and used for control and validation of the trained 
network. The amount of available normal data should be generous in order for normality to be 
accurately modelled. Different groups of ANNs were trained with controlled variation of input 
variables. In each group six different networks were trained, 𝐴𝑁𝑁𝑛 with 𝑛 ∈ {1, … ,6}, each predicting 
for one of the six sensors. The chosen training algorithm was the Levenburg-Marquardt 
Backpropagation algorithm, which is used in many applications for solving generic curve-fitting 
problems.  
 
The measured signal is in reality distorted by various sources of error and the effects of the 
operational and environmental variability on the damage detection process have been scrutinized in 
several studies ( [44], [45]), which point out that, typically, the temperature and the mass of traffic 
can cause variability in the modal properties of the bridge in a range of 5 to 10%. The effect of the 
input errors can be reduced by noise injection learning ( [46], [47]. To consider the fact, Gaussian 
noise was added to the uncorrupted time histories obtained from the FE model, before these were 
used to train the ANN. A standard deviation of 0.0005 𝑚/𝑠2 for the noise in the acceleration 
response was tried out. Another uncertainty that was contemplated was the inaccuracy in the 
magnitude of the axle load, which can for example fluctuate depending on the weight that the train 
is carrying, and in this sense an error of 5% was considered. 
 
The design process of the architecture of the ANN implies coming up with values for the number of 
layers of each type and the number of nodes for each of these layers. ANNs are composed by one 
single input layer and the number of neurons comprising this layer is usually determined by the 
number of features in the training data, with some configurations adding one additional node 
corresponding to a bias term. A consensus exists in that there is generally little improvement in the 
performance of the network as a result from adding additional hidden layers and one hidden layer 
seems to be enough for most problems. With respect to the number of neurons there are obvious 
problems arising from having too few or too many neurons in the hidden layer. If too few, problems 
of under-fitting can arise: the number of neurons is not enough to adequately detect the pattern in a 
complicated data set. If too many, problems of over-fitting can arise: there is insufficient 
information contained in the training set compared with the high processing capability of the 
network. A large number of neurons can also increase the training time considerably. Some 
empirical rules-of-thumb( [48], [49], [50]) provide indication for how many neurons should 
constitute the hidden layer: one of them states that the number of neurons in the hidden layer 
stands usually between the number of neurons in the input and output layers; another states that 
the number of hidden neurons should be 2/3 of the number in the input layer plus the number 
found in the output layer; a third one states that the number of neurons in the hidden layer should 
be less than twice the size of the input layer. Just like the single input layer they have, ANNs have 
also one single output layer and given that the trained network in this study is a classifier, it has 
then a single output node. The parameters set as input to the networks were the temporal records of 
vertical accelerations measured by the sensors, the axle loads and the axle distance from a reference 
point (in another outlook, the same as giving the time vector). The following configuration for each 
ANN (Figure 6) was initially chosen:  
 

 49 neurons in the input layer: the number of neurons equals the number of input features, 

which are the 30 accelerations, 𝑎𝑡−𝑖
𝑛 , registered by the 6 sensors (𝑛 ∈ {1, … ,6}) in the last 5 

samplings (𝑖 ∈ {1, … ,5}), the 18 axle loads and 1 axle position relative to a reference point; 

 30 neurons in the hidden layer; 

 1 neuron in the output layer: the current acceleration, 𝑎𝑡
𝑛, at time 𝑡 predicted by sensor 𝑛.  
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Figure 6. Scheme of the chosen ANN configuration obtained from the Neural Network Toolbox (reproduced from [43]). 

Another two alternatives of the configuration with 40 and 50 neurons in the hidden layer were also 
tried out, in order to verify if there was any improvement in the prediction performed by the trained 
network and to check if the above mentioned recommendations are valid. Assuming the same 
amount of data available for training the network and comparing with the original network 
configuration with 30 hidden neurons, a network with 40 hidden neurons yields a significant 
increase of the prediction error for four out of six sensors and a network with 50 neurons yields even 
worse errors. As such, the original 30 hidden neuron network configuration was retained for further 
stages in this study. Although it was not verified, it is believed that if the amount of data considered 
in the training process was increased, that, together with an increase in the number of hidden 
neurons (40, 50, et cetera), would yield lower prediction errors. As previously referred, what is 
important in order to get good results is that the increase of the number of hidden neurons is 
accompanied by a proportional increase in the amount of available training data. 
All the parameters selected as input were assembled into one single input matrix. The only input 
variable that is kept present in all the trials of ANN configurations is the acceleration, since the 
output comprises accelerations - that is the parameter one desires the network to predict. What the 
network does is to predict a new acceleration at a certain instant in time based on 𝑖 previous 
accelerations. This quantity 𝑖, the number of delays, has to be chosen before the training phase. 
Perceptibly, while 𝑖 can’t be a small value since that will give little information for the training of the 
network, it cannot also be a large number since that leads to the increase in computation time. One 
possibility for the input matrix could resemble the structure indicated in the scheme of Figure 7, 
where in this case five delays were used. 

 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑎1 𝑎2 ⋯

𝑎2 𝑎3
𝑎3 𝑎4
𝑎4 𝑎5
𝑎5 𝑎6
𝑣𝑖1 𝑣𝑖2 ⋯ ]

 
 
 
 
 
 

→ 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥. 

 
𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑠
→     {𝑎6 𝑎7 ⋯ } → 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟. 

 

 

The target vector is used for training the network and the output vector is predicted after training 
the network, but they share the same structure – a vector of accelerations. Each column represents a 
different input vector corresponding to a different instant in time. Looking at the first column of the 
matrix, giving as input the accelerations 𝑎1 to 𝑎5 and other relevant input variables 𝑣𝑖1, one trains 
the network to predict 𝑎6. In the same way, in the second column one indicates to the network that 
{𝑎2 𝑎3 𝑎4 𝑎5 𝑎6 𝑣𝑖2} is coupled to 𝑎7. As indicated before, only the accelerations collected 
from the simulation of the healthy structure were used for training. It is important to observe that 
the data used for the testing phase must be different from the data used for the training phase, as 
the algorithm has already “seen” the training data and knows the exact correspondent output, 
consequently not predicting and making validation impossible. The trained network should be able 

Figure 7. Generic ANN input matrix and output vector. 
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to find a relationship between input and output values and next time new input is given, the 
network should be capable to return the correct output. 
 
One way to evaluate the performance of the trained network is by determining the deviation in the 
predictions. The use of the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is very common and makes an 
outstanding general purpose error metric for numerical predictions. Compared with the simple 
Mean Absolute Error, the RMSE magnifies and severely penalizes large errors. For each sensor and 
each train passage (or each speed), in a similar way for both healthy and damaged scenarios, one 
can estimate the RMSE as 
 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
∑ (𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑖)

2𝑇
𝑖=1

𝑇
 

( 13 ) 
 

 
where, for a certain instant 𝑖, 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑖 is the expected acceleration in healthy condition of the bridge, 
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑖 is the acceleration predicted by the network and 𝑇 is the time interval during which the 
accelerations were recorded. It is anticipated that, if successfully trained with data from the 
undamaged structure, the network will be able to yield low RMSE values when the measurement 
data comes from a healthy structure and larger RMSE values when the measurement data comes 
from a damaged structure. It is this significant growth in the error that will work as an indication 
that damage may exist. By plotting the RMSE against train passage, for every sensor, this happens 
to be confirmed and a few patterns in the results are perceived: 
 

 for trains travelling at higher speeds the trained networks will yield higher errors in the 
predictions, which can be justified by the fact that higher speeds lead to greater structural 
dynamic responses. Though, this does not necessarily result in an inferior ability to 
distinguish between structural states, as long as the prediction errors respecting two 
different states are separable through some statistical analysis; 

 larger noise levels yield larger errors in the predictions probably because the increase in 
noise is in the same order of magnitude of the expected changes due to damage; 

 higher axle loads seem to enhance damage detection as the distinction between healthy and 
damaged structure measured response is clearer. This phenomenon is only noticeably if one 
assumes no error for the axle load, otherwise this conclusion is hardly verifiable due to the 
randomness of the assumed error; 

 more severe damage cases naturally lead to larger errors in the estimations of accelerations; 
 the sensors positioned closer to the local of damage do not necessarily give better damage 

detection as this will also depend on the geometry of the structure. It appears that sensors 
located at the middle of the span will, in general, yield good damage detection, wherever in 
the bridge damage is to be found. A possible justification for this phenomenon is found in 
the next chapter. 

 

3.2.6. Gaussian Processes 

Gaussian Processes (GPs) are normally distributed stochastic processes used for discriminative 
machine learning, to primarily solve nonlinear regression and nowadays developed to solve 

 Bayesian nonparametric tools since these processes make a prior classification problems. GPs are
assumption that a Gaussian Process governs the set of possible inferred functions, and afterwards 
the likelihood and observations shape this earlier assumption to make posterior probabilistic 
estimates. 
 
GPs involve high computational complexity and for that reason they were not extensively applied 
until recently (beginning of the 21st century), when more advanced technology is accessible. 
Although GPs are now well stablished tools for Machine Learning, they are still not as commonly 
used for signal processing as other methods such as Artificial Neural Networks or Support Vector 
Machines.  
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GPs face some limitations: computational difficulties for large data sets – since the process is 
nonparametric, the complexity of the model increases with increasing given data points; limited 
modelling assumptions for complex data sets as the basic form of GPs might not be flexible enough 
to handle these data. On the other hand, these processes have advantages of tractability, versatility 
and precision over other methods and, since the prediction is probabilistic (Gaussian), one can 
compute empirical confidence intervals and exceedance probabilities that can be used to refit the 
prediction in a specific region of interest. The mathematical background and extensive detailed 
information about GPs can be found in [51]. As referred before, GPs are considered supervised 
learning algorithms, which can be used to solve problems of regression or classification. While in 
the first type of problem the targets are real valued, in the second type the algorithm assigns an 
input pattern 𝑥 to one of 𝑁 classes, 𝐶1,𝐶2, …𝐶𝑁. Although, GPs are primarily designed to solve 
regression problems, in this study GPs are used to perform probabilistic binary classification 
(whether there is damage to the structure or not) which is here a post-process of the regression 
exercise performed by the ANNs. 
 
Gaussian Processes have characteristics that can be changed by setting certain parameters. One of 
these parameters is the characteristic length-scale of the process, 𝑙. It basically relates how close two 
input points have to be to influence each other significantly. The change in the outcome resultant 
from selecting different 𝑙 values is observed in Figures 8. In the figure, the blue crosses represent the 
data points for the fitting process, the blue line represents the mean of the fitted distribution and 
the grey area represents the mean plus and minus two times the standard deviation. One can notice 
that for a short length-scale value (𝑙 = 0.3), as in Figure 8b, the grey region grows rapidly away from 
the fitted data points. This process illustrates an example of overfitting since the data can be fitted 
to a quickly-varying mean with little variance or noise. On the other hand, by choosing a large 
length-scale value (𝑙 = 3), as in Figure 8c, one can see that the data is now explained by a slowly 
varying function associated to large variance or noise - this process illustrates an example of 
underfitting. Compared with Figure 8a, which consists of a process where the fitting function is 
much more in accordance with the data (with 𝑙 = 1), both the processes pictured in Figure 8b and 
8c seem to wrongly describe data distribution. However, the length-scale parameter has to be given 
a priori to the process, as an assumption, and it essentially relies on the engineer’s judgment. And so 
the GP can be regarded as an iterative process aiming to find the optimal length-scale of the process. 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 8. Gaussian Processes with different length-scale values (reproduced from [51]): (a) 𝑙 = 1;  (b) 𝑙 = 0.3;  (c) 𝑙 = 3.0.  

― Mean;       Standard deviation;   + Data to fit the GP. 
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3.3. Performance of the damage detection system 

The damage detection process concerning civil engineering structures implicates a significant 
amount of uncertainty. The detection uncertainty relates essentially to whether a flaw has been 
revealed or not, resulting in two types of false damage identification. The occurrence of these errors 
can have more or less severe consequences and it is, thus, imperative to judiciously analyze the 
sources of uncertainties, quantify their effects and evaluate the follow-on reliability of the damage 
detection system. The uncertainties can stem from many causes but, in the context of a model-free 
method, these are expected to be precipitated by the inconstant environmental settings (e.g. 
variations in temperature and traffic), errors associated with measurements (e.g. noise) and signal 
post-processing techniques. When the method being handled implies the use of a FE model, the 
uncertainties can also result from errors inherent to the modelling process [52], such as the 
inaccuracy in the discretization, geometry and boundary conditions and the non-linearity in 
material properties.  
 
As it was seen before, the definition of damage is not absolutely clear from the beginning – what is 
the minimum degree of damage present in the structure that will make it be classified as a damaged 
structure? In other words, from which degree of damage onwards should action regarding 
inspection and potential repair be taken? For instance, if we consider the extreme situation where 
any deviation from the pure ideal condition of the material is regarded as damage (such as the 
dislocation of the smallest crystal), then probably not a single structure or component would be 
considered undamaged. The damage detection performed by the exposed SHM algorithms is 
accomplished by indirect means, so the successful detection of a flaw depends on factors such as the 
physical and behavioral properties of the flaw, the type of detection and monitoring methods being 
implemented and human related mistakes. After defining the testing method and applying it, there 
are four possible outcomes (Table 1) from an inspection event on a structure by a SHM system, for 
the purpose of damage detection: 
 

 True Positive (TP) - there is damage in the component and the system detects it; 
 False Positive (FP) - there is no damage in the component but the system indicates that 

there is. This outcome will be associated with extra inspections and eventually unnecessary 
repairs and also with the discrediting and loss of confidence in the damage detection 
method; 

 False Negative (FN) - there is damage in the component but the system does not detect it. 
This outcome might be associated with quite punishing consequences, with the continuous 
accumulation of undetected damage and ensuing failure of the structure, with the respective 
life-safety implications and losses for the society; 

 True Negative (TN) - there is no damage in the component and the system indicates that 
there is not. 

 
The analysis of Type I (FP) and Type II (FN) errors is a frequent practice of reporting the 
performance of a binary classification. Therefore, we need to approach this problem by using tools 
that predict the likelihood of obtaining unwanted results (False Positives and False Negatives) and 
desired results (True Positives and True Negatives). Two approaches that enable the statistical 
evaluation of these errors are described in the subsequent sections. 
 

Table 1. Damage detection hypothesis test inference matrix. 

Damage detection hypothesis test 
inference matrix 

Reality 

𝐻0 – null hypothesis 
Bridge is not damaged 

𝐻1 – alternative 
hypothesis 

Bridge is damaged 

Inference 

Bridge is not 
damaged 

TN 
No error 

FN 
Type II error 

Bridge is damaged 
FP 

Type I error 
TP 

No error 
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3.3.1. ROC curve 

The selection of the best damage detection method is determined by each specific application, 
depending on factors such as the structure being addressed, the nature of damage one anticipates to 
detect and wishes to monitor, the physical and economic constraints, the availability of sensing 
equipment, et cetera. For this reason it is desirable to define a parameter to quantify damage that is 
common to all methods and the concept of Damage Index (DI) is introduced - a parameter that will 
associate the current state of the structure to a non-negative number. It is basically a measure of 
damage that allows for the evaluation of the structural condition - the structure will be considered 
as damaged when the DI exceeds a certain threshold. In general, a DI value close to zero will 
correspond to a healthy condition of the structure, while an increasing positive value will be 
correlated to a growing damage. 
 
The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is a graphic that illustrates the performance of a 
binary classifier system as a function of an adjustable threshold. The ROC curve shows exactly the 
information that is of prominence in problems of damage detection and it has been a constantly 
used tool as an industry standard in the radar and sonar communities. ROC analysis is actually part 
of a field called “Signal Detection Theory” developed during the WWII for the analysis of radar 
images [53]. When looking at those images, the radar operators had the responsibility of deciding 
whether a glitch in the screen corresponded to an enemy target, a friendly ship or just noise. The 
ability of the radar receiver operators to make that distinction was named the Receiver Operating 
Characteristics. Later it was recognized as helpful for interpreting medical test results and more 
recently for SHM applications.  
 
Despite giving crucial information regarding the ability of a method to perform damage detection, in 
a first approximation, the ROC curve has one downside: to represent both Type I (False Positives) 
and Type II (False Negatives) errors, it requires both healthy and damaged training data. In the case 
only data from healthy condition is available, one can only evaluate the Type I error. This happens 
because, by observing outliers from a healthy distribution we cannot state anything about the 
probability that the data we declare as “damaged” is indeed from a damaged structure. In this study 
only the Type I error is evaluated and, therefore, the curve is created by plotting the percentage of 
True Positives (TPs) against the percentage of False Positives (FPs), corresponding to correctly 
labeled damaged cases and to incorrectly labeled damaged cases, respectively.  
 
A ROC curve is a two-dimensional graphic in which the True Positive rate (TPr) is plotted in the 𝑦 
axis and the False Positive rate (FPr) is plotted in the 𝑥 axis and the graphic demonstrates relative 
tradeoffs between these benefits and costs, respectively, depending on a threshold that is selected, 
for example regarding a DI. Recalling the definition of DI, one that surpasses the threshold will 
make the system warn for damage, whereas one that falls behind the threshold makes the system to 
not warn for damage. It is then understandable that a very high threshold will never indicate 
damage since the classifier finds no positives (resulting in 0% of False and True Positives), whereas 
a very low threshold will always indicate damage since everything is classified positive (resulting in 
100% of False and True Positives). The ROC curve can be also described in terms of the confusion 
matrix [54] associated to a detection problem, such as depicted in Table 1. The confusion matrix 
displays both Type I and Type II errors for a given threshold; the ROC curve shows this same 
information but for all the possible choices of the threshold. In other words, the information 
provided by one single point of the ROC curve parallels the information find in one single confusion 
matrix. 
 
The ROC provides an instrument for cost-benefit analysis assisting the practitioner in the selection 

 The ideal amongst the different possible classifiers and their respective detection threshold.
detection method will be the one that minimizes the total expected cost which will be connected 
with the odds of false detection. Type I  error The consequences of a  occurring, where damage is 
incorrectly perceived, may be economically serious as a perfectly healthy structure may be taken out 

Type II error of service and thus cause loss of income. On the other hand the consequences of a 
occurring, where a damaged structure is incorrectly pointed out to be healthy, may include material 
loss or eventually even human life loss with very high associated costs. These two types of errors will 
unavoidably be present in any SHM system as the measured features can never completely separate 
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health from damage. But the frequency with which each of the errors occur can however be 
controlled (even though it is impossible to minimize them simultaneously) and it will depend on a 
threshold that is set. The decision on the threshold can be made up based on several criteria, where 
the decisive criterion is usually the cost associated with each type of error. 
 

 
Figure 9. ROC curve construction. ― Null (Normal condition) and ― Alternative (Abnormal condition) PDFs along with the 

detection threshold moving from the right (higher threshold) to the left (lower threshold). TP – True Positive; FP – False 
Positive; FN – False Negative; TN – True Negative. 

 
Figure 9 illustrates the Probability Density Functions (PDFs) of the null (structure is undamaged) 
and alternative (structure is damaged) hypotheses, which are in the basis of the process with which 
the ROC curve is created. When the threshold is placed to the right of the null distribution, damage 
is not detected and therefore both probabilities of TP and FP are zero. By translating the threshold 
to the left, the area under the null distribution increases (and thus does the probability of true 
detection) but so will the area under the alternative distribution increase (and thus does the 
probability of false detection). If the threshold is pulled to the extreme left, the TP and FP 
probabilities will approximate the unity. Using the distributions of Figure 9 as an example, for the 
fixed threshold presented the ROC registers roughly 70% TPs ( cor shaded area) against 15% FPs (  
cor Some general characteristics of the ROC curve can be enumerated: shaded area).  
 

 it shows the trade-off between sensitivity and specificity (Figure 10). An increase in 
sensitivity is achieved by moving the threshold to a lower value – making the criterion for a 
positive test less strict. An increase in specificity is achieved by moving the threshold to a 
higher value – making the criterion for a positive test more strict; 

 the closer the curve comes to the left and the top borders of the ROC space, the more 
accurate is the damage detection method (― ROC curve in Figure 10); 

 the closer the curve comes to the 45-degree diagonal of the ROC space, the less accurate is 
the damage detection method (― ROC curve in Figure 10); 

 the Area Under the Curve (AUC) is a convenient way of comparing the classifiers’ accuracy: 
a perfect one as a value of AUC=1.0 whereas a worthless one has a value of AUC=0.5; 

 the slope of the tangent line at a certain threshold gives the likelihood ratio for that value of 
the test; 

 the error rate can be easily extracted from the curve: points in the ROC space with equal 
error rate are in straight lines, as their gradient is given by the relative frequency of TPs and 
FPs. In other words, points in the ROC curve that intersect a straight line have equal error 
rate. 
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Figure 10. ROC curves: ― excellent; ― good; ― worthless. 

3.3.2. POD curve 

Another concept that can be used to assess the capability of a damage detection system is known as 
the Probability of Detection (POD). Pioneer work with this concept was developed mainly regarding 
NDE  for the aerospace industry in the USA during the 1960s and the 1970s but currently POD and 
sizing tolerances are crucial in several industries [55]. For example, the aircraft industry uses this 
type of information for damage tolerance analysis of the components and as a tool for scheduling 
the inspection intervals. The translation of the POD concept to civil engineering applications faces 
two difficulties: that most civil engineering structures are unique and that the experimentation 
performed in damaged structures is rather expensive. Thus, the POD concept is adapted to 
overcome these problems and the approach becomes based on numerical simulations rather than in 
testing of real structures.   
 
The POD curves are the most commonly used tool for POD description and, classically, they are 
obtained from extensive experimental studies and applied to systems which are manufactured in 
series. NDE techniques require a massive number of tests to create the POD curves, meaning that 
ideally, to get an accurate illustration of the POD, a copious amount of damage scenarios with 
different severities should be considered and tested. The POD curve is obtained by generating flaws 
in components in a spectrum of size and submitting those components to an inspection process, 
over and over. The responses are ordered in terms of flaw size and are grouped into statistically 
significant samples to allow the calculation of a threshold of detection for that sample group. 
Basically, the POD tries to assess a minimum flaw size that will be reliably detected by the technique 
at hand, in a way that all flaws over a critical size are detected and the ones below that threshold are 
not. The graphical representation is better done by plotting the accumulation of detected flaws (TP) 
against the size of the flaw (𝑎), like shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Example of a typical Probability of Detection curve (reproduced from [56]). 

 
Initially, POD was analyzed using Binomial Statistics, thought it revealed to be inadequate as POD 
changes as a function of the flaw size. Then the United States Air Force (USAF) developed methods 
based on Logistic Regression to perform hit/miss analysis [57]. The fundamental function of the 
POD curve is given as 
 

POD(𝑎) = 𝜙 [
ln (𝑎) − 𝜇

𝜎
] ( 14 ) 

 
where 𝑎 is the flaw size, 𝜙 denotes the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal 
distribution, 𝜇 is the 50% probability of detection flaw size, known as 𝑎50 and 𝜎 is a slope parameter. 
[58] showed that the two models with best fit to the data were the log odds (or logit function) and 
the cumulative log normal (or probit function), as given in Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) respectively. 
 

POD(𝑎) =
exp (𝑏0 + 𝑏1ln (𝑎))

1 + exp (𝑏0 + 𝑏1ln (𝑎))
 

 

( 15 ) 
 

 
POD(𝑎) = 𝜙(𝑏0 + 𝑏1ln (𝑎)) 

 
( 16 ) 

 
The major challenge in the development of POD has been the accurate calculation of the confidence 
bounds. It needs to be emphasized that a POD curve without confidence bonds has little value. The 
best way to describe a confidence curve, let’s say of 95% confidence, is that: if the POD curve were to 
be reconstructed over and over under the same conditions (using the exact same data and same 
method), then 95% of the constructed curves would be above the confidence curve. Putting it in 
other words, we are 95% sure that the actual POD curve is above the confidence curve. In a set of 
tested components known to have flaws over the minimum required size for detection, if a high 
confidence level is required then one single missed detection within that set may mean the ruin of 
the confidence in the system since the confidence level of probability detection is no longer the one 
required. The population size required to be considered to assess the reliability probability can be 
determined but it is a known fact that for a given confidence level, the larger the sample size, the 
smaller the confidence interval can be (although this relationship is not linear). 
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In the last decades several modifications have been proposed for POD analysis. The confidence 
bounds for hit/miss data were made overly conservative since they were applied simultaneously to 
all points of the POD curve, revealing to be adequate for some point but not for others. Therefore 
the software developed by Berens [58] was changed in order to locally calculate the confidence 
bounds for each individual flaw size (𝑎) rather to the entire POD curve and the confidence intervals 
were based on the Wald Statistic using the model parameters 𝜇 and 𝜎 and their covariance. Later, 
the likelihood ratio method was suggested for more accurate confidence bound calculations on the 
model parameter estimates. More recently, [56] is used by several industries as the state-of-art 
guidance for conducting POD analysis regarding assessment of NDE system capability. Some 
general characteristics of the POD curve can be enumerated: 
 

 the log normal distribution is found to provide one of the best fits for signal response NDE 
data, especially for flaw length and depth data as obtained from ultrasonic NDE; 

 when the POD function decreases with increasing flaw size, that usually means that the 
NDE technique is poorly designed; 

 the gap between the smallest flaw detected and the largest flaw missed is often large; 
 very small or very large flaws do not contribute significantly to the POD analysis of TP/FN 

(detected/missed flaw, respectively). 
 
In a first approach, one would aim to design a system capable of detecting the smallest possible 
flaw. Although this feature is important, it does not necessarily mean that the system is more 
effective the smaller flaws it can detect. For instance, a POD that takes the unity for every flaw size 
(𝑎) would be unreasonable as it would always warn for damage and not be able to discriminate 
between an actual pernicious crack and a benign microstructural crack. In order to make that 
distinction, a perfect inspection system would have a step function with POD = 1 for 𝑎 > 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡  and 
POD = 0 for 𝑎 < 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡, where 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 denotes the critical flaw size over which all flaws will be detected 
and under which no flaws are detected. In realistic situations, the POD curve is a gradually 
increasing curve. This happens because the POD is a function of other physical and operational 
parameters, beside the flaw size: material and geometry of the structural elements, flaw type, NDE 
method, testing conditions, calibration variables, acceptance and rejection criteria and even human 
factors (e.g. experience of the practitioners). Some commonly used terms for POD curve analysis are 
defined as: 
 

𝑎50 – Estimate of flaw size for 50% POD (equal to the mean 𝜇 detectable flaw size); 
𝑎90 – Estimate of flaw size for 90% POD; 
𝑎90/95 – Lower bound at 95% confidence for 90% POD. 

 
The last of the terms, 𝑎90/95, is a scalar quantity normally used as a performance metric for 

comparison of NDE systems and risk analysis. 
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4. Numerical case study 

 4.1. Bridge and FE model 
 
In the present study a framework combining Finite Element (FE) 3D structural models with 
Machine Learning algorithms and Statistical Pattern Recognition techniques for damage detection 

One has to start by having input data to train the chosen Learning algorithm, in this is proposed. 
case Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). This data, composed of acceleration measurements, was 
obtained from the simulation of a simple realistic 3D bridge model (Figures 12 and 13). The bridge 
in which the numerical model was based is the Banafjäl bridge, located along the Bothnia Line in 
northern Sweden. This bridge was selected as it is an one-span single-track railway bridge that has 
been comprehensively explored in several studies, for example [59] and [60]. Therefore, plenty of 
information about the properties of the bridge is available. Despite being representative of a real 
structure, the built FE model of the bridge is fairly simplified. The reason behind this simplification 
is that the exact replication of the bridge into a numerical model is not the main concern in this 
research work, where this model is rather a mean to generate data sets that are used for further 
analysis. Regarding the volume of data that is meant to be generated, one model that is simple but 
yet sufficiently representative of a real bridge will be the most adequate. Anyway, it is to be noted 
that the error in the baseline FE model may be important, especially if the target structure is 
complex, as this will be the reference for comparison with other models of the structure in damaged 
condition. If the effects of the modelling errors exceed the feature sensitivity to damage, accurate 
damage estimation will be at risk [61]. Baseline model updating using the measured data will help to 
improve the estimation accuracy, although sometimes the process is still difficult. 

 

 
Figure 12. Side view of the 3D FE model. 

 

 
Figure 13. Frontal view of the 3D FE model.  ― Cross bracing. 

 
The linearly elastic 3D FE model was developed using the commercial FEM software, ABAQUS [62]. 
The model consists mainly of the following structural parts: the concrete deck with constant 
thickness, the two steel girder beams that carry the deck and the steel cross bracings that connect 
the girders. The deck and the girder beams were modelled as shell elements and the cross bracing
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were modelled as truss elements. All the elements of the bridge are assumed to be rigidly connected 
to modelled as truss elements. All the elements of the bridge are assumed to be rigidly connected to 
each other. The material properties were based on the reported properties of the Banafjäl Bridge, 
whereas the geometric properties do not coincide exactly with the dimensions of Banafjäl since 
simplification of the numerical model was aimed, as discussed before. The relevant geometric and 
material properties of the structural parts are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.  
 

Table 2. Geometric properties of the FE model. 

𝐿𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒  𝑤𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑘  ℎ𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑘 𝑤𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒  𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 ℎ𝑤𝑒𝑏  𝑒𝑤𝑒𝑏  

[m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] 
42 7.7 0.3 0.90 0.05 2.45 0.03 

 

Table 3. Material properties of the FE model. 

𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒  𝜌𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒  𝜗𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙  𝜌𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙  𝜗𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙 

[GPa] [kg/m3] - [GPa] [kg/m3] - 
30 2300 0.2 210 7800 0.3 

 

 
In Table 2, 𝐿𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 is the length of the bridge span, 𝑤𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑘  is the width of the deck,  

ℎ𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑘  is the thickness of the deck, 𝑤𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒  is the width of the flange, 𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒  is the thickness of the 

flange, ℎ𝑤𝑒𝑏  is the height of the web and 𝑒𝑤𝑒𝑏  is the thickness of the web. In Table 3, 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒  is the 
Elastic modulus for concrete, 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙  is the Elastic modulus for steel, 𝜌𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒  is the density for 
concrete, 𝜌𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙  is the density for steel, 𝜗𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 is the Poisson ratio for concrete and 𝜗𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙  is the 
Poisson ratio for steel. Rayleigh damping was considered, with damping ratio 𝜉 of 0.5% for the first 
mode, as prescribed by the Eurocode [63] for bridges with spans exceeding 30 m. 
 
Some assumptions and simplifications were considered for the development of the numerical 
model: 
 

 no ballast: for the sake of simplicity the track rests directly on the bridge deck; 
 the bracings have a cross configuration and are rigidly attached to the girder beams on the 

connection flange/web; 
 the geometric properties of the deck and girder beam are kept constant throughout all the 

length of the bridge, between end supports. 
 

One way to validate the FE model is by comparing the natural frequencies obtained in the numerical 
model with the ones obtained from measurements performed on the Banafjäl bridge (Table 4).  
 

Table 4. FE model frequencies and measured frequencies. 

Mode FE model  Measured [Hz] Error  

 [Hz] [Hz] [%] 
1st torsional  3.4187 3.4 0.5 
1st bending  3.7075 3.3 8.3 

2nd torsional  7.4555 - - 
2nd bending  8.2028 9.5 15.8 

 
Since the detail of the geometry of Banafjäl was not accounted for in the numerical model of the 
bridge, the considerable discrepancies between the frequencies were expected. Furthermore, the 
mode order associated with the fundamental frequencies does not match: in the FE model a 
torsional mode is associated with the first natural frequency, while in Banafjäl it is acknowledged to 
be associated with a bending mode. This inconsistency may be mainly due to the fact that the ballast 
was overlooked in the numerical model. If this mass of the ballast was added, the frequency 
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associated to the first bending mode of the FE model would probably decrease and approximate the 
respective frequency obtained from measurement. Yet, these differences have no implication in the 
later parts of the study since, again, the numerical model is not supposed to replicate the Banafjäl 
Bridge but rather to recreate the behavior of what could be a supposed real bridge, assumption that 
can be confirmed by the values in Table 4. 
 
To simulate damage in the bridge, a first unlikely damage scenario was considered by reducing the 
Elastic modulus of one whole girder beam, continuously along its length. Two variations with 5% 
and 10% reduction were tested. This worked as a first validation of the structural model, to see if 
damage would affect the bridge’s behavior and to see if the size of damage and the size of 
consequent effect in the bridge response are correlated. This approach to damage is otherwise 
nonrealistic and in this sense other cases with more localized limited damage were tested. In 
Damage Case 1 (DC1) a section of the bottom flange of one girder beam was removed, as illustrated 
in Figure 14. In an attempt to represent a situation of damage where a fatigue crack exists, the 
removed section has the dimensions of the flange width by the flange thickness by some 

longitudinal length l. This reflects a situation when a propagating crack has reached its critical 

depth (about 30% or less of the width of the flange) which causes a sudden rupture through the 
whole flange width (0.9m in the considered numerical model). This study case is of special relevance 
since fatigue is the most common cause of reported damage in steel bridges. For the sake of 
comparison, DC1, where the bottom flange of the girder beam is removed in some extension, 
corresponds to approximately reducing the whole girder beam Elastic modulus in 5% if we consider 
changes in the frequencies as the damage indicator. Another situation, Damage Case 2 (DC2), 
consists in removing one of the end bracings or, equivalently, to reduce to approximately zero its 
Elastic modulus, as observed in Figure 15. Assuming that the girder beam and the bracings are 
connected by high-tension bolts, this can reflect a situation where, for example, there is looseness or 
misalignment in the connection of the girder beam and the end bracing and thus the bracing 
becomes inefficient in its function. The looseness at the connection will yield damage due to 
vibration and the abrasion of the parts wearing against each other [64]. The loose joint connections 
may also place the bracing under additional fatigue stresses due to the vibrations. On its turn, the 
misalignment may yield bending in the bracing and therefore reduce its design capability (mainly 
tension or compression).  
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Damage Case 1 (DC1).   

-|-|-|-|- Track alignment; ― Bracing; ― Damage location; 1-6 Sensor number and location. 

Figure 15. Damage Case 2 (DC2).   

-|-|-|-|- Track alignment; ― Bracing; ― Damage location; 1-6 Sensor number and location. 
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In Figures 14 and 15, the blue line represents the train track (along which the moving loads are 
applied), the purple lines represent the cross bracings connecting girder beams and deck, the 
highlighted element in red represents the damage location and the numbers 1 to 6 represent the 
locations of the accelerometers that are installed on the top of the bridge deck, three aligned with 
the train track and three aligned with the girder beam in which damage in DC1 takes place. The 
numbering of sensors is done as follows: 
 

 Sensor 1: aligned with the girder beam, at (1 4⁄ ) × 𝐿𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒  from the left support; 

 Sensor 2: aligned with the girder beam, at (1 2⁄ ) × 𝐿𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 from the left support; 

 Sensor 3: aligned with the girder beam, at (2 3⁄ ) × 𝐿𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒  from the left support; 

 Sensor 4: aligned with the train track, at (1 4⁄ ) × 𝐿𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 from the left support; 

 Sensor 5: aligned with the train track, at (1 2⁄ ) × 𝐿𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 from the left support; 

 Sensor 6: aligned with the train track, at (2 3⁄ ) × 𝐿𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 from the left support. 

 
Table 5 reveals perceptible changes in the natural frequencies due to the introduction of damage in 
the structure, according to Damage Cases 1 and 2. It is possible to observe, as expected, that the 
more severe the damage is the greater is the reduction in the natural frequencies. A trend showing 
that the lower frequencies are more sensitive to the existence of damage than the higher frequencies 
is also noticeable. 
 

Table 5. Natural frequencies for the healthy and damaged scenarios of the structure. 

Mode  
1st torsional 

[Hz] 
1st bending 
[Hz] 

2nd torsional 
[Hz] 

2nd bending 
[Hz] 

Healthy 
condition 

 3.4187 3.7075 7.4555 8.2028 

 Section [𝑚2]     

Damage 
Case 1 

0.9 × 0.2 3.3940 3.6813 7.4554 8.2027 
0.9 × 0.4 3.3912 3.6786 7.4524 8.2024 
0.9 × 0.7 3.3869 3.6747 7.4451 8.2020 
0.9 × 1.0 3.3836 3.6717 7.4367 8.2014 
0.9 × 1.6 3.3680 3.6656 7.4171 8.1997 

Damage 
Case 2 

- 3.4144 3.7073 7.3294 8.2018 

 
Likewise frequencies, mode shapes can be taken as damage-sensitive features. The Modal Assurance 
Criterion (MAC) is used to assess the level of correlation between the modes obtained in the 
different damage cases. However, comparing healthy and damaged scenarios using the MAC yields 
that changes in modal shapes are practically imperceptible for the given damage cases, even the 
most severe ones, as MAC values are very close to unity, indicating perfectly consistent 
correspondence. For this reason, the evaluation of changes in the mode shapes turned out to be a 
poor damage indicator. 
 
The proposed method for structural assessment should be capable of detecting damage from 
measurements performed on the bridge, if damage is present. The most common dynamic loads 
come from traffic, which is expected to be continuous while the bridge is in service. Therefore, 
traffic induced vibration was simulated by means of the passage of a train with a certain constant 
configuration, crossing the bridge at speeds ranging within [70-100] km/h, in increments of 0.1 
km/h. This yielded a total of 300 different train passages and corresponding measurement data 
sets. Data was collected at a sampling frequency of about 130 Hz during 4 seconds. The moving axle 
loads were modelled as series of impulse forces with short time increments conforming to vehicle 
motion. Figure 16 depicts a sketch of the train’s configuration, whose properties are found in Table 
6. The train model was based on the HSLM (High Speed Load Model) train with one simplification 
and one additional consideration, respectively: 
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 the train has the dimensional properties (coach length, 𝐷, and bogie axle, 𝑑) of the 
HSLM-A4 train but is composed of only two intermediate coaches (𝑁) instead of the fifteen 
according to [63]; 

 maintaining the train configuration above described, three different axle loads [170 180 
190] kN were assumed, even though the HSLM-A4 train considers a point force of 190 kN. 

 

 
 

Figure 16. Sketch of the train model. (1) Power car; (2) End coach; (3) Intermediate coach. 

 

 

 
Table 6. HSLM-A4 train configuration. 

Universal 
Train 

Number of 
intermediate 
coaches, 𝑁 

Coach length, 
𝐷 

Bogie axle spacing, 
𝑑 

Point force, 
𝑃 

  [m] [m] [kN] 

A4 15 21 3 190 

 

 

4.2. Results 

4.2.1. Prediction errors of the trained ANNs 

Figure 17 illustrates the RMSE of accelerations predicted by the networks for each sensor against the 
number of train passage, regarding healthy structural condition (in blue) and Damage Case 1 with a 
section reduction of 0.9 × 0.4 m2 (in red). A train with an axle load of 180 kN was considered. Here 
the RMSE appears ordered from the lowest to the largest error and the train passages (or, 
equivalently, train speeds) are arranged according to the respective error. This way of plotting 
intends to allow the easier assessment of the capability of the network to discriminate between 
structural states. 

 
Figure 18 illustrates the RMSE in the same conditions as in Figure 17 with the only difference that 
now the train speeds are ordered from the lowest to the largest speed and the error is sorted 
according to the respective speed. There seems to be a tendency for the error to increase with higher 
train speed. Moreover, for the highest speeds (96-100 km/h) in the considered range, it seems like 
even the response in the presence of a healthy structure is poorly predicted, i.e., it yields significant 
prediction errors. This phenomenon can be justified by the fact that the network is better trained to 
predict accelerations in the middle of the considered range of speeds or, more likely, that the highest 
considered speeds excite the structure to frequencies close to its natural frequencies, therefore the 
behavior of the structure may depart from its expected normal behavior and the trained network is 
not able to correctly predict the accelerations anymore, no matter what is the actual condition of the 
structure. 
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It should be noted that the non-linear input-output relating functions that the networks use can 
become quite complex and for that reason training an ANN that covers all the train load cases and 
speeds is extremely difficult. Thankfully, bridges are designed to be routinely crossed by trains of 
the same configuration, very similar axle load and moving consistently within a limited range of 

Figure 17. Increasing RMSE against train passage. Damage Case 1: damage extension of 0.9 × 0.4 m2.  

o Data from healthy structural condition;    Data from damaged structural condition. 

 

Figure 18. RMSE against increasing speed of the train. Damage case 1: damage extension of 0.9 × 0.4 m2. 

o Data from healthy structural condition;    Data from damaged structural condition. 
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speeds. Therefore the ANN is trained to predict accelerations only for those specific cases of speed 
and train type. As so, the range of speeds (70-100 km/h) considered to train the network could 
actually be shortened and it is believed that a consequence from that change would be that the 
network would make better predictions after trained, yielding further accurate predictions of 
accelerations and, for example, reducing the disorder observed in the plots of sensors 1 and 4 in 
Figure 18. In any case, even not making this adaptation the results turned out to be very satisfactory. 

 

4.2.2. Statistical evaluation of the prediction errors 

After the prediction errors are determined and plotted as in Figures 17 and 18, one is already 
convinced that the network is successful in its task of performing separation of dissimilar structural 
conditions. However, one cannot acquire reliable information regarding damage just by analyzing 
these graphics alone, as it would be a subjective process to judge what degree of separation is 
enough to suspect that damage is present in the structure. Even if the bridge is found to be in good 
condition, the recorded dynamic responses will be different for each train passage, as the magnitude 
of the responses depends on the train speed and loads (besides other factors such as operational and 
environmental). This means that the prediction errors will also oscillate for each train passage, even 
within the normal condition of the bridge. Therefore there is a distribution of the errors that needs 
to be characterized stochastically and it is the errors that significantly deviate from this distribution 
that will work as an indication that damage in the structure may exist. 
 
The prediction errors of 150 randomly selected train passages over the bridge in healthy condition 
are used to fit a statistical distribution of the prediction error for each sensor. The independent 
variable, which is here the speed of the train, can lead to different accuracies in the prediction error 
of the ANN (confirmed by Figures 17 and 18). A Gaussian Process (GP), which consists in assigning 
a normally distributed random variable to every point in some continuous domain, is therefore 
applied. For each speed of the train the associated prediction errors are normally distributed and 
the mean and standard deviation of the error can be different from speed to speed. New data is then 
compared against this baseline distribution of the error: 150 other train passages in healthy 
condition of the bridge and 150 in damaged condition. The idea behind this procedure is to compute 
discordance measures for data and then compare the discordance with a threshold, after which one 
should hopefully be able to discriminate between healthy and damaged structural condition.  
 
Considering Damage Case 1 with a section reduction of 0.9 × 0.4 m2, it can be observed in Figure 19 
that if a normal distribution of the RMSE is admitted, the prediction errors of the trained network 
(even when considering the structure in healthy condition) seem be somewhat dissenting with the 
GP fitted distribution. A GP where a log-normal distribution of the RMSE is admitted, as in Figure 
20, seems to yield a better conformation of the prediction errors to the fitted distribution. In the 
same way, Figure 21 depicts the GP considering Damage Case 2. 
 
It has to be stated that, in this study, the optimization of the length-scale parameter of the GP (see 
chapter 3.2.6.) was not performed. A simplification was made in that the value of 𝑙 was defined by 
performing several repetitions of the GP and seeing what value of 𝑙 seemed to yield a good enough 
distribution, i.e. one that avoids problems of under and overfitting like described above. Moreover, 
the same value of 𝑙 was established for all the six sensors when it probably would be preferable to 
use a different one for each sensor. In Figures 19, 20 and 21 the green crosses represent the data 
used to fit the GP, the black line represents the mean of the fitted distribution, the grey band 
represents the mean plus and minus two times the standard deviation, the blue circles and the red 
stars represent the prediction errors of the trained network associated with healthy and damaged 
structural condition, respectively. As expected, the prediction errors concerning damaged structural 
condition are, in general, higher than those predicted in the presence of a healthy structure. Some 
sensors (sensors 2 and 5) exhibit a very clear separation between the two states and have a very 
small spread of the prediction error associated with the healthy structural condition - the blue 
circles are found to be quite close to the mean of the fitted distribution. Regarding some sensors (for 
example, sensors 1 and 4) it is hard to judge the separation between states simply by looking at the 
plots. This set of results appears to indicate that sensors placed closer to the middle of the bridge’s 
span perform more efficiently in detecting damage, whilst sensors situated far from the middle of 
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the span and nearer to the supports are not as efficient in their task. This phenomenon may be 
explained by the fact that the dynamic response of the structure is larger at the middle of the span 
than at its extremes and, so, measurements registered in the middle of the span are expected to 
enable the network to make a stronger distinction between structural states. The apparent data 
confusion in some of the plots, justifies the need to define some parameter that can quantify the 
magnitude of the separation, so that one can make an assertive inference about the presence of 
damage. One approach to interpreting and analyzing the information provided in the plots is 
proposed in the following paragraphs. 
 
After the outcome of the prediction error is characterized by some distribution, the presence of 
damage can be assessed by checking predictions that differ significantly from the expected values, 
i.e., measuring the distance between a point predicted by the network and the distribution resultant 
from the GP. A departure measure from normal condition data is given by the deviation statistic 
 

𝑧 =
|𝑥𝜉 − �̅�|

𝜎𝑥
 

 

( 17 ) 
 

where  𝑥𝜉  is the candidate outlier and �̅� and 𝜎𝑥 are, respectively, the mean and standard deviation of 

the fitted distribution. For the calculation of the mean and standard deviation in the GP, all the 
available sample data is used, outliers included. If the distribution is admitted to be Gaussian, then 
the confidence interval can be explicitly defined. For instance, the 95% confidence level for an 
outlier is associated with the limits ±1.96 for 𝑧. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 19. Gaussian Process fitted by prediction errors against increasing train speed. Here a Normal Distribution of 

the error is considered. ― Mean; STD Standard deviation; + Data to fit the GP; o Data from healthy structural 

condition;  Data from damaged structural condition, considering Damage Case 1 with a 0.9 × 0.4 m2 section 

reduction. 
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Figure 20. Gaussian Process fitted by prediction errors against increasing train speed. Here a Log-Normal 

Distribution of the error is considered. ― Mean; STD Standard deviation; + Data to fit the GP; o Data from healthy 

structural condition;  Data from damaged structural condition, considering Damage Case 1 with a 0.9 × 0.4 m2 

section reduction. 

 

 

Figure 21. Gaussian Process fitted by prediction errors against increasing train speed. Here a Log-Normal 

Distribution of the error is considered. ― Mean; STD Standard deviation; + Data to fit the GP; o Data from 

healthy structural condition;  Data from damaged structural condition, considering Damage Case 2 with a 

malfunctioning bracing. 
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The Mahalanobis Distance [65] is one common measure of novelty in data and can be used in 
standard outlier analysis to provide a Damage Index (DI). To take into account only the train 
passages that give high prediction errors (where damage has a higher chance of being correctly 
detected), the distance to the mean is given in standard deviations and the errors’ differences, 
(𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑛(𝑠) − 𝜇𝑛(𝑠)), are signed. The DI for each train speed 𝑠 is then defined as 
 

𝐷𝐼(𝑠) = ∑
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑛(𝑠) − 𝜇𝑛(𝑠)

𝜎𝑛(𝑠)

6

𝑛=1

 
( 18 ) 

 

 
where for each sensor 𝑛, 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑛 is the prediction error, 𝜇𝑛 is the mean predicted error and 𝜎𝑛 is the 
standard deviation of the predicted error. The DI can be used to identify abnormal condition in the 
structure. If the structure is found in undamaged condition, then the 𝐷𝐼 should approximate zero. 
Otherwise, if the features are extracted from data related to damaged structural condition, the 
𝐷𝐼 should depart from zero. It has to be stressed that for certain speeds it is verified that the 
prediction error in damaged structural condition has a negative deviation, in other words, that the 
prediction error in damaged condition is smaller than the mean predicted error in healthy condition 
(𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑛(𝑠) < 𝜇𝑛(𝑠)). This outcome is contradictory as a situation of damage should supposedly yield 
larger errors in the predictions of a network (trained with healthy data). An extraordinarily low 
prediction error will contribute negatively to the DI summation, making the event less likely to be 
classified as damage. It is thus debatable whether it is preferable not to consider these subtractions 
in Eq. (18) and, as a result, have a more sensitive damage detection system. It can happen though 
that doing this might be too penalizing, as in this case the same amount of correct detected events 
will imply the acceptance of more incorrectly detected events. Anyhow, comparing the attained 
results from the two alternatives, it turned out that there are no noteworthy differences from 
choosing one or the other alternative. In that sense, the negative differences (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑛(𝑠) − 𝜇𝑛(𝑠)) 
were disregarded in the obtainment of the DIs in this study. Figure 22 summarizes in a flow chart 
the several stages of the proposed damage detection system. 
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Figure 22. Flow chart of the proposed Machine Learning based damage detection method. 
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4.2.3. ROC curves 

Despite providing some indication of the network’s capability to carry out damage detection, the 
statistical distribution of the errors itself does not directly describe the performance of the detection 
system. After the DIs are determined, for different train speeds and for healthy and damaged bridge 
condition, the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve can be constructed. Figure 23 
illustrates the ROC curve considering Damage Case 1 with its several subcases of different 
extensions of the flange that is removed. A similar process is followed in order to obtain the ROC 
curve for Damage Case 2 where damage is represented by one malfunctioning bracing, illustrated in 
Figure 24. 
 
One point in the ROC space is considered better than another if it is associated with a higher True 
Positive rate (TPr) for the same False Positive rate (FPr). In general and as expected, one verifies 
that more severe damage is related to a better operation of the system - a higher TPr for the same 
FPr. This can be confirmed by looking at Table 7, considering a fixed FPr of 2% and 8% and 
associated TPr for each damage severity within Damage Case 1. The enhance in detection with 
increasing damage is, however, not always verified as there are some operating points of DI that 
actually make the system more apt to detect damage in the presence of smaller rather than larger 
damage. For instance, we can see in Figure 23 that the performance of the classifier for the lower 
values of FPr is the worse in the presence of the largest damage (160𝑐𝑚), since it is related to a 
lower TPr when compared with any other smaller damage. This is corroborated, in Table 7, if we 
consider a fixed FPr of 2% and associated TPr for each damage severity. Damage with extension of 
160𝑐𝑚 holds a TPr of only 62%. Similarly, using the criterion of Area Under the Curve (see chapter 
3.3.1.) to build a quality hierarchy of the ROC curves in question yields the obtained AUC values 
presented in Table 7. It is possible to see that the AUC value does not always increase consistently 
with the severity of damage as expected. The fact that some ROC curves respecting different 
amounts of damage intersect each other at certain thresholds, when ideally they should be separable 
through all the ROC space, may be partially explained by the fact that when the ROC curve is 
generated many assumptions and simplifications concerning parameters had to be previously made. 
This means that any errors derived from the initial steps are summed with other errors in 
subsequent steps and propagated until that moment. Furthermore some of the steps encompass 
statistical analysis, such as the GP, which yields slightly different results every time it is repeated. 
Anyhow, the ROC curve provides a quantifiable way of evaluating the performance of a classifier for 
a particular chosen threshold in the presence of a specific damage scenario. One common way to 
define the best threshold is by fixing an acceptable FPr and then trying to maximize the TPr. 

 
Table 7. ROC curve values for two different chosen FPr and several damage scenarios. 

Damage 
severity 

AUC 
True positive 

rate (TPr)  
False positive 

rate (FPr)  
[cm] [-] [%] [%] 

20 0.9540 
78.7 2 
86 8 

40 0.9666 
82 2 

90.7 8 

70 0.9654 
73.3 2 
92 8 

100 0.9831 
86.7 2 
96 8 

160 0.9730 
62 2 

99.3 8 

 

The quality of the developed damage detection algorithm can be evaluated based on its reliability 
and robustness, and the ROC curve is an appropriate tool to do so. The model is considered reliable 
if damage is early detected with a high probability of detection, i.e. if a small flaw already yields a 
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significant probability of detection. The model is considered robust if two conditions are satisfied: 
the probability of detection increases with increasing damage severity and changing an input 
parameter by a small amount does not lead to failure or unacceptable variation of the outcome but 
rather to proportional small changes. According to [54], classifiers with a detection threshold that 
appears on the left bottom side of the ROC curve are regarded as being “conservative”, in the sense 
that they make positive classifications with strong confirmation. These conservative algorithms 
yield are therefore related to a low FPr but their downside is that they are also limited to a low TPr. 
On the other side, the “liberal” classifiers are the ones whose cut-point appears in the right upper 
side of the ROC curve. These make damage classifications with weak confirmation, therefore 
labeling nearly all positives correctly - high TPr, although this is only possible at the cost of 
tolerating a higher FPr. For example, looking at Figure 24, a threshold associated with a probability 
of 94% of TP events (𝑝(det |𝑑) = 94%) will have to admit a probability of 12% of FP events 
((det |ℎ) = 12%)). Another threshold in the same ROC curve yields the probability pair 96% and 
14% for TPs and FPs, respectively. One cannot tell that one threshold is better or worse than the 
other solely based on these probabilities, hence the need to contemplate costs to weight them out. 
The next chapter is dedicated to this matter. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23. ROC curves for different damage extensions l of DC 1: resultant damage from cutting out a section of 

extension l from the bottom flange of one girder beam. 

― 20 cm; ― 40 cm; ― 70 cm; ― 100 cm; ― 160 cm. 

 

 

 

Figure 24. ROC curve for DC2: resultant damage from a malfunctioning intermediate bracing. 
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All the ROC curves illustrated in the two previous figures were obtained considering the 
measurements being affected by Gaussian white noise with standard deviation of 0.0005 𝑚 𝑠2⁄ . Let’s 
now look at the effect of noise in the quality of the ROC curve. Figure 25 depicts several ROC curves 

in the presence of different levels of noise, admitting DC 1 with damage extension (l) of 40 cm. As 

expected, if a lower level of noise is affecting the measurements, the performance of the classifier is 
improved and vice-versa. 
 

 
Figure 25. ROC curves in the presence of DC 1 with damage extension of 40 cm and different levels of noise: 

STD [ 𝑚 𝑠2⁄ ]: ― 0.0002; ― 0.0005; ---- 0.001; ― 0.002; ---- 0.01 
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5. Expected cost of the damage detection strategy 

In spite of the utility of the ROC curve when it comes to choosing the optimal detection threshold 
for a SHM classifier, this decision on the threshold will not only depend on the information 
provided by the curve but it will also depend on the costs associated with correct and false diagnosis. 
In fact, in order to determine the optimal cut point one should pay attention to the involved costs 
and combine ROC analysis with utility-based decision theory. The information provided by the ROC 
curve can, although, be directly used to compare the merits of different classifiers and chose the best 
out of them. A simple method to find the expected cost of the proposed damage detection strategy, 
based in relevant key parameters, is next presented. 
 
The expected total cost will be strongly correlated with the selected threshold, thereof the 
importance of understanding the benefits and consequences, in other words the trade-off, given by 
each choice. The ideal threshold is the one that yields the lowest expected cost, which is obtained 
based on the probability of damage occurring (as the damage detection process involves 
uncertainties) and the costs of errors associated with false damage detection, such as False Positives 
and False Negatives. The first type of error is often associated with extraneous inspections and 
repairs while the second is associated with accumulation of damage by lack of preventive action, 
which can eventually lead to life-safety implications in the long run. The total expected cost, 𝐶𝑇, 
specified a certain threshold, can be given as [2] a linear combination of the probabilities, 𝑝𝑜, of four 
potential outcomes 𝑜 multiplied by the associated costs, 𝐶𝑜, multiplied by the a priori probability of 
the real condition 𝑐 of the structure, 𝑝(𝑐).  The following expression is obtained 

𝐶𝑇 =∑𝑝𝑜 × 𝐶𝑜 × 𝑝(𝑐) = [𝑝𝑑(ℎ|𝑒) × 𝐶𝑑(ℎ|𝑒) + 𝑝𝑑(𝑑|𝑒) × 𝐶𝑑(𝑑|𝑒)] × 𝑝(𝑑) + 

                                                                 + [𝑝ℎ(ℎ|𝑒) × 𝐶ℎ(ℎ|𝑒) + 𝑝ℎ(𝑑|𝑒) × 𝐶ℎ(𝑑|𝑒)] × 𝑝(ℎ) 

 

( 19 ) 

where in the presence of the real condition of damage (𝑑), 𝑝𝑑(ℎ|𝑒) and 𝑝𝑑(𝑑|𝑒) are the probabilities 
of health and damage given evidence, respectively; in the presence of the real condition of health 
(ℎ), 𝑝ℎ(ℎ|𝑒) and 𝑝ℎ(𝑑|𝑒) are the probabilities of health and damage given evidence, respectively; 
𝑝(𝑑) is the a priori probability that the structure is damaged; 𝑝(ℎ) is the a priori probability that the 
structure is healthy. The costs 𝐶 that appear in the equation are multiplied by the respective 
associated probabilities 𝑝. In this way one can establish an equilibrium concerning the 
consequences of damage accumulation or potential structural failure and the expenses with safety 
measures to mitigate those consequences. It is however thought that the calculation process of the 
total expected cost (Eq. 19) can be simplified given the following assumptions:  

 no costs are related with True Negatives, as this corresponds to a situation where damage 
does not exist and is not detected;  

 the costs related with True Positives are disregarded since this type of outcome is the 
purpose for which the detection system is designed, meaning that these are “desired” costs; 

 the costs related with False Positives rely only in inspections. It is assumed that after 
damage is detected and a consequent inspection is performed, no damage is found and 
therefore there is no need to proceed with repair. The costs of inspection will vary 
depending on several factors such as: the inspection technique, the frequency of 
inspections, the implications of performing inspection in the normal use of the structure 
(e.g. causing disturbances in the traffic flow), the repair cost saved by earlier inspection, the 
difficulty in the access to the element to be inspected, et cetera; 
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 the costs related with False Negatives are the most penalizing taking into account the 
potential tragic consequences that can result from missing damage. The costs used in the 
expected cost calculation regarding people affected by the damage are presented in Table 8. 
The costs are based on [66], a report that concerns the costs associated to traffic accidents. 
These costs are set based on risk valuation and estimate of material costs given the 
occurrence of an accident. The values of human life loss, for two degrees of injury resulting 
in inpatient and outpatient care and for property damage are estimated reflecting their cost 
to society. 

 
Table 8. Accident valuation per injured or killed person in traffic in 2014, in 1000 swedish crowns (1 SEK ≅ 0.11 €) per 
killed/injured person [66]. The material costs include general tax surcharge. 
 

 Material cost  Risk valuation Total 

Death 1400 24000 25400 

Severe injury 700 4000 4700 

Mild injury 70 160 230 

Property damage 15 0 15 

 

 
After the above mentioned assumptions are considered, Eq. (19) is simplified to 
 

𝐶𝑇 = 𝑝𝑑(ℎ|𝑒) × 𝐶𝑑(ℎ|𝑒) × 𝑝(𝑑) + 𝑝ℎ(𝑑|𝑒) × 𝐶ℎ(𝑑|𝑒) × 𝑝(ℎ) 
 

( 20 ) 
 

Different sources of False Negative costs associated with the respective probabilities of 𝑛 
consequences, such as having a mildly injured person, a severely injured person and a fatality, are 
considered. Thus, Eq. (20) becomes 

𝐶𝑇 =∑(𝑝𝑑(ℎ|𝑒)𝑖 × 𝐶𝑑(ℎ|𝑒)𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖

× 𝑝(𝑑) + 𝑝ℎ(𝑑|𝑒) × 𝐶ℎ(𝑑|𝑒) × 𝑝(ℎ) 

 

( 21 ) 
 

The probabilities 𝑝𝑑(ℎ|𝑒)𝑖 and 𝑝ℎ(𝑑|𝑒) found in Eq. (21) are calculated through Bayes Theorem. This 
Theorem provides a mean of understanding how the probability that a theory or hypothesis (𝑡) is 
true is affected, strengthened or weakened, by a new piece of evidence (𝑒) that can confirm or not 
the theory, respectively. This is equivalent to say that, in the present study, the probability of 
detection is updated after each new train passage. Bayes’ Theorem is mathematically expressed as 

𝑝(𝑡|𝑒) =
𝑝(𝑒|𝑡) × 𝑝(𝑡)

𝑝(𝑒|𝑡) × 𝑝(𝑡) + 𝑝(𝑒|𝑡̅) × 𝑝(𝑡̅)
 

 

( 22 ) 
 

where 𝑝(𝑡) is the estimated probability that the theory is true before taking into account the new 
piece of evidence; 𝑝(𝑡̅) is the probability that the theory is not true; 𝑝(𝑒|𝑡) is the probability of 
obtaining the new evidence 𝑒 given that the theory is true; 𝑝(𝑒|𝑡̅) is the probability of obtaining the 
new evidence 𝑒 given that the theory is not true. In this sense we can say that 𝑝(𝑡) is the prior 
probability of 𝑡 and that 𝑝(𝑡|𝑒) is the posterior probability of 𝑡. Applying the Bayes’ Theorem in the 
context of damage detection, for example for the probability of damage given evidence, yields the 
following expression 

𝑝(𝑑|𝑒) =
𝑝(e |𝑑) × 𝑝(𝑑)

𝑝(e |𝑑) × 𝑝(𝑑) + 𝑝(e |ℎ) × 𝑝(ℎ)
 

 

( 23 ) 
 

where 𝑑 stands for damaged condition; ℎ stands for healthy condition; 𝑝(𝑑) is the probability of 
damaged condition; 𝑝(ℎ) is the probability of healthy condition; 𝑝(e |𝑑) is the probability of getting 
the evidence given damaged condition; 𝑝(e |ℎ) is the probability of getting the evidence given 
healthy condition. The probabilities for the other three scenarios are obtained in an analogous way 
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and the probabilities of detection,  𝑝(e |𝑑) and 𝑝(e |ℎ), are straightforward read from the ROC curve 
given a specific detection threshold. Eq. (23) can also be written as 

𝑝(𝑑|𝑒) =
(𝑇𝑃𝐷 × 𝐹𝑁𝐻) × 𝑝(𝑑)

(𝑇𝑃𝐷 × 𝐹𝑁𝐻) × 𝑝(𝑑) + (𝐹𝑃𝐷 × 𝑇𝑁𝐻) × 𝑝(ℎ)
 

 

( 24 ) 
 

where 𝐷 is the number of train passages that indicate the presence of damage in the structure, 𝐻 is 
the number of train passages that do not indicate the presence of damage in the structure and TP, 
FN, FP and TN are the probabilities read directly from the ROC curve for a defined threshold. 
 
The confidence with which the system is able to accuse the presence of damage depends on the time 
strategy [67] defined for the SHM system, which describes the duration (short-term or long-term) 
and frequency (continuous, periodic or triggered monitoring) of the measurements. For the study 
case and since accelerations of the bridge deck incited by motion of the train are the phenomena to 
be measured, a periodic measurement strategy would probably suffice. The accuracy in damage 
detection depends then on the number of train passages that provide evidence to the system up to 
the moment when the detection process takes place. In principle, the larger the sample the more one 
will be confident about the outcome of the detection system, whether it points out abnormal 
structural behavior or not. The proposed algorithm does an evaluation of the structural condition of 
the bridge following each new train passage and, therefore, the algorithm is expected to be reliable 
over long periods of time. In favor of a better understanding of the Bayes’ Theorem applied to this 
study, the Theorem will be illustrated with one example. Let’s suppose that from the evaluation of 4  
train passages, all make the system point out damage and let’s admit 10−6 [4] as the a priori 
likelihood of damage. Further, we fix a detection threshold associated with 86% of TPs and 2% of 
FPs, based on the ROC curve presented in Figure 24 correspondent to DC2. Replacing this 
information in Eq. (22), we find that the a posteriori probability of damage is 77.4%. Other 
possibilities of Bayesian inference concerning different thresholds and event labelling can be found 
in Table 9. For instance, considering the threshold 14.15, if we evaluate 9 train passages and 8 out of 
the 9 point out damage, then we will be quite sure that damage is present in the structure. 
 
It is noticeable that the a posteriori probability of damage regarding higher thresholds is more 
sensitive to new evidence. Comparing, for example, detection thresholds 14.15 and 10.47 in Table 9 
one can observe that after the evaluation of 4 train passages, all indicating damage, the a posteriori 
probability of damage becomes 77.4% and 6.08−4%, respectively. In other words, given the same 
new indication, the probability that damage exists according to evidence is much more believable if 
a higher threshold is chosen, since it is associated with a lower chance of FP. 

 
Table 9. A posteriori probability of damage using Bayes’ Theorem, based on the ROC curve for DC2 (Figure 24). 

A priori 
probability of 
damage, 𝑝(𝑑)   

Threshold 
or 
DI 

TP FP 
Labelled 

damage train 
passages, 𝐷 

Labelled 
healthy train 
passages, 𝐻 

A posteriori 
probability of 

damage 

  [%] [%]   [%] 

10−6 

14.15 86 2.00 

4 0 77.4 

8 1 100 

8 2 100 

13.06 92 4.67 

4 0 13.1 

8 1 99 

8 2 99 

10.47 96 19.33 

4 0 6.08−4 

8 1 1.8 

8 2 9.1−4 
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Regarding the expected cost, it should be sufficient to operate with the ratio between failure and 
inspection/repair costs, since it is this relationship that is important and not the absolute cost 
related to each outcome. To facilitate the understanding with examples we will operate with the 
costs presented in Table 8. The influence of key parameters such as the number of observations and 
the number of simulations in the selection of the optimal threshold are studied. Assuming that the 
costs related to the different outcomes are known fixed numbers, the following approach (Figure 26) 
is pursued each time a new observation takes place for the calculation of the expected total cost: 
 

(For a specific ROC curve) 
i) Select detection threshold; 
ii) Select length of the measurement vector (i.e. the number of observed train passages), 𝑚; 
iii) Generate realistic 𝐷𝑑 and 𝐻𝑑, within 𝑚, based on the ROC curve and supposing that the 

structure is damaged: 
a.  Obtain 𝑝𝑑(ℎ|𝑒) according to Eq. (24); 

iv) Generate realistic 𝐷ℎ and 𝐻ℎ, within 𝑚, based on the ROC curve and supposing that the 
structure is healthy: 

a. Obtain 𝑝ℎ(𝑑|𝑒) according to Eq. (24); 
v) Calculate the expected total cost according to Eq. (20); 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
The cost of one inspection is assumed to be 30 thousand SEK. Based on Table 8, two possible 
disaster scenarios with very distinct severity in consequences were considered in order to see how 
the ideal detection threshold is affected. In the first scenario (–+– in Figure 27) the system fails to 
detect existing damage and this mistake results exclusively in the accumulation of structural and 
material damage, worth 10 million SEK. This damage state can be qualitatively described as one 
where the columns or the bridge deck experience moderate to extensive cracking [68]. This amount 
should also include the private user cost such as the property damage input in Table 8, concerning 
costs related, for example, with damaged vehicles. In the second scenario (–o– in Figure 27), besides 
the material damage, the mistake of failing to detect damage in the structure results also in two 
severely injured people and one dead person, with probabilities of 80%, 80% and 10%, respectively. 
Therefore, for the second scenario we obtain an expected cost associated with false negatives of 20 
million SEK (10000 + 4700 × 2 × 0.8 + 25400 × 0.1 = 20060). The admitted a priori likelihood of 
damage is fixed as 10−6. Let’s assume a measurement length of 10 train passages and that the 
measurement vector 𝑚 is generated only once, meaning that the sequence of D’s and H’s will appear 
in a specific order. The cost curves depicted in Figure 27 were obtained from Eq. (20), considering 
the ROC curve associated to Damage Case 2.  

= 0 

(Desired cost) 

𝑝(ℎ) 

𝑝(𝑑) 

𝐷𝑑,𝐻𝑑 

𝐷ℎ,𝐻ℎ 

stochastic 
event 

damaged 

healthy 

𝑝𝑑(𝑑|𝑒) =
(𝑇𝑃𝐷𝑑 × 𝐹𝑁𝐻𝑑) × 𝑝(𝑑)

(𝑇𝑃𝐷𝑑 × 𝐹𝑁𝐻𝑑) × 𝑝(𝑑) + (𝐹𝑃𝐷𝑑 × 𝑇𝑁𝐻𝑑) × 𝑝(ℎ)
 𝐶𝑑(𝑑|𝑒) 

 

𝐶𝑑(ℎ|𝑒) 

𝐶ℎ(𝑑|𝑒) 

𝐶ℎ(ℎ|𝑒) 

𝐶𝑇  

Associated
cost 

Generate 
evidence given 

condition 𝑑 or ℎ 

Real 
condition 
𝑑 or ℎ 

Bayes’ theorem based on the 
probabilities of the ROC curve 

 

Total 
expected cost 

Figure 26. Event tree for the estimation of the expected total cost of the damage detection strategy. 

𝑝𝑑(ℎ|𝑒) =
(𝐹𝑃𝐷𝑑 × 𝑇𝑁𝐻𝑑) × 𝑝(ℎ)

(𝐹𝑃𝐷𝑑 × 𝑇𝑁𝐻𝑑) × 𝑝(ℎ) + (𝑇𝑃𝐷𝑑 × 𝐹𝑁𝐻𝑑) × 𝑝(𝑑)
 

 
 

𝑝ℎ(𝑑|𝑒) =
(𝑇𝑃𝐷ℎ × 𝐹𝑁𝐻ℎ) × 𝑝(𝑑)

(𝑇𝑃𝐷ℎ × 𝐹𝑁𝐻ℎ) × 𝑝(𝑑) + (𝐹𝑃𝐷ℎ × 𝑇𝑁𝐻ℎ) × 𝑝(ℎ)
 

𝑝ℎ(ℎ|𝑒) =
(𝐹𝑃𝐷ℎ × 𝑇𝑁𝐻ℎ) × 𝑝(ℎ)

(𝐹𝑃𝐷ℎ × 𝑇𝑁𝐻ℎ) × 𝑝(ℎ) + (𝑇𝑃𝐷ℎ × 𝐹𝑁𝐻ℎ) × 𝑝(𝑑)
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Figure 27. Expected total cost curves for cost scenarios 1 (–+–) and 2 (–o–), y-axis in linear scale:  

1 simulation and 10 observed train passages. 

 
If observed in parallel with the ROC curve presented in Figure 24, it makes sense that for a very low 
threshold, as one will practically have 100% of TPs and FPs and 0% of TNs and FNs, the 
contribution for the total cost comes entirely from the costs associated with false positives. In a 
comparable way, for a very high threshold, as one will practically have 100% of TNs and FNs and 0% 
of TPs and FPs, the contribution for the total cost comes entirely from the costs associated with false 
negatives. Nonetheless, looking for example at cost scenario 1, while the costs resultant from 
ignoring damage (10 million SEK) are way superior to the costs associated with unnecessary 
inspection (30 thousand SEK), it is also true that the structure is much more likely to be found in 
healthy condition given the very low admitted a priori likelihood of damage, 𝑝(𝑑) = 10−6. For the 
lowest threshold one obtains 𝑝𝐹𝑁 ≈ 1 and 𝑝𝐹𝑃 ≈ 1.3972𝑒

−6. This explains the neat separation 
between the distributions in Figure 27 until a certain threshold (±10), since mainly the costs 
associated with false negatives are accounted for and these are very distinct in each cost scenario. 
Bearing in mind these facts and the incidence of cost scenario 1, Eq. (20) can be modified into 
 

𝐶𝑇 = 𝑝𝑑(ℎ|𝑒) × 10 + 𝑝ℎ(𝑑|𝑒) × 30000 
 

( 25 ) 
 

In any case, it is impossible to spot clear differences between the two plots regarding the optimal 
detection threshold if the 𝑦-axis is represented in linear scale. Since the results show a large spread, 
these were plotted in logarithmic scale in Figure 28. 
 
It is now clearer that an ideal threshold under the given circumstances can be perceived – the one 
that yields the minimum total cost. According to the graphic, for both cost scenarios, the ideal 
threshold is 14.35. Despite the accentuated difference in consequences from disaster in each 
scenario, it seems that the ideal detection threshold is not affected by the increase of costs 
associated with the error of missing to detect damage (𝐶𝑑(ℎ|𝑒)). This suggests that the ideal 
threshold is somewhat stable given a certain ROC curve of the system, regardless of the involved 
costs. This was further verified by trying out different ratios of 𝐶𝑑(ℎ|𝑒) 𝐶ℎ(𝑑|𝑒)⁄ , admitting fixed the 
number of simulations and evaluated train passages. For instance, if one performs 1 simulation of 
the measurement vector and evaluates 10 train passages, using the ratio array [1 10 100 1000 10000 
100000] yields a standard deviation of the ideal threshold of approximately 0.3. Other possible 
influencing factors of the ideal threshold are next studied, only in the presence of cost scenario 1 
given the just stated conclusion.  
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Figure 28. Expected total cost curves for cost scenarios 1 (–+–) and 2 (–o–), y-axis in logarithmic scale:  

1 simulation and 10 observed train passages. 

 
It has to be mentioned that the results are based on statistical expectation, as the number of trains 
evaluated as 𝐷 or 𝐻 are generated with some degree of chance.  In other words, let’s suppose that 
the chosen detection threshold gives a probability of true positive equal to 80%. If one performs 10 
measurements in a damaged structure, one would expect 8 of the measurements to be labeled as 
“damaged” (𝐷𝑑). Yet this is only statistical expectation, as one could be unlucky and only get 5 
detections. This phenomenon can be observed in the earlier figures as the stochastic spikes that 
appear along the cost distribution. Consequently, the ideal threshold is expected to suffer oscillation 
to some degree subsequent to each iteration. For this reason, the measurement vector is now 
iterated 20 times, yielding 20 different combinations of the vector containing D’s and H’s, and it is 
the average of the distributions that should be considered. The results are plotted in Figure 29. 
 

 
Figure 29. Expected total cost curves for disaster scenario 1, y-axis in logarithmic scale: 

20 simulations ( ) and 10 observed train passages; –+– average optimal threshold. ―
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Compared to Figure 28 where only one simulation of the measurement vector was run, in Figure 29 
the range of possible values for the optimal threshold seems to have narrowed. This happens 
because a broader collection of possible sequences is covered and, therefore, one becomes more 
confident about the outcome of the system. Also, the average optimal threshold has now increased 
from 14.35 to 16.56. This shift can be explained by the high uncertainty of the cost up to the 
threshold of 16.56, whereas to the right of this value all the 20 simulations perform matching cost 
predictions. 
 
Finally, let’s look at the influence of the number of observations by increasing the length of the 
measurement vector from 10 to 50 train passages, maintaining the 20 iterations of the 
measurement vector. The results are plotted in Figure 30, only for the first cost scenario 1. Since the 
system evaluates the condition of the structure after each train passage, it is expected that, even 
with a certain probability of false diagnosis associated with the chosen detection threshold, the 
percentage of correctly diagnosed events will increase with a larger sample of observations. This 
means that one has the opportunity to lower the threshold. According to Figure 30, the ideal 
threshold is found to be 12.78. 
 

 
 

Figure 30. Expected total cost curves for disaster scenario 1, y-axis in logarithmic scale: 

20 simulations ( ) and 50 observed train passages; –+– average optimal threshold. ―

The ideal threshold is thus expected to undergo a shift, bigger or smaller, according to the changes 
verified in the key parameters: the number of iterations, the length of the measurement vector, the a 
priori probability of damage. Anyhow, it is not reasonable to change all these parameters at the 
same time and the respective variations should not be excessive, like in the examples above 
presented. For instance, it is not reasonable to accept the results provided by the system after only 
one train passage is observed or to assume one single arrangement of the measurement vector. But 
one can realistically choose between evaluating 50 or 55 train passages with the guarantee that the 
ideal threshold is essentially not affected by making either choice. Ultimately, given reasonable 
selection of the implicated parameters, the shift of the ideal threshold is anticipated to be minor. 
 
The proposed method for estimation of the total cost of the strategy is fairly simple. The illustrative 
examples were included in the present study merely with the purpose of illustrating how one can 
combine the information provided by the ROC curves with available information about costs in 
order to get an enhanced damage detection system. It is important to comment as well that the ROC 
curve alone will not provide the best solution that ought to be taken by the bridge authorities 
regarding structural maintenance. The prospect of executing a repair after a flaw has been detected 
is mostly dependent on the willingness of bridge managers to make the repair, which is usually 
related with one’s prior knowledge and experience in similar situations. But other factors can also 
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have their share in the decision-making process, such as the existing funds at the time, competing 
priorities, political considerations, society acceptance and so on. Risk-based methods for inspection 
and repair should be regarded since these methods aim to minimize the expenses of inspection and 
repair of a given structure in such a say that, under its expected service life, it has an acceptable 
reliability. Important research work with focus on these topics was engaged by Michael Faber, for 
example in [69]. At the end, optimal design and optimal maintenance strategy of structures can be 
combined together so that the total cost of the structure is minimized by including all the processes 
it goes through from cradle to grave - design, fabrication, inspection, repair, et cetera.  
 
To conclude this chapter, two studies on optimization of infrastructure maintenance that are worth 
of remark are here briefly described. In [70] the authors propose a probabilistic framework for 
optimizing the timing and the type of maintenance over the expected useful life of a deteriorating 
structure, in order to maintain an appropriate level of safety. The inspection scheduling is based on 
a decision tree analysis that is used to develop an optimum lifetime maintenance of the structure, 
with the objective of minimizing the total expected cost that is given by the sum of the expect repair 
and inspection costs. The decision tree is updated after each inspection takes place, a decision is 
made and more data becomes available, since this new information probably yields changes in the 
estimate that predicts cost and behavior of the structure over the time. In order to test the proposed 
method, a structure was chosen for optimization of lifetime inspection and repair strategy. The 
structure consists of a 42.1 𝑚 × 12.2 𝑚 concrete bridge deck, which deteriorates over time due to the 
delamination of concrete triggered by the corrosion of reinforced steel. Based on this, a 
deterioration model that predicts how the structure will change throughout time is defined. They 
assume, accordingly to the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) repair policy, that deck 
failure occurs once active corrosion is present in at least 50% of the deck and based on this notion 
four different approaches to the probability of replacing the deck are considered: linear, ideal, 
delayed (waits the longest to do a repair) and proactive (applies a preventive strategy). After the first 
inspection is made and assuming that the inspections accurately reflect the deterioration model, the 
probability can be updated and the first decision about deck replacement (the only repair action 
considered) is made. In consequence, half of the alternative paths of the tree are ignored and a 
revised optimum inspection plan is developed. Each branch represents an inspection which is 
associated with a certain level of deterioration at the time that the inspection takes place and the 
total expected cost and extent of damage depend on the probability of choosing a certain path. The 
combined effect of all the considered paths weighted by their respective incidence, will define the 
optimum strategy.  At the end, the proposed cost and maintenance optimization method provides 
the user with a series of optimum strategies valid throughout the life of the structure - stipulating 
the inspection techniques, the number and scheduling of the inspections, the expected service life of 
the structure and its expected lifetime maintenance cost. The second study [71] of significant 
interest proposes an enhanced framework for life cycle assessment and maintenance planning of 
infrastructures based on partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs). These 
processes are suitable for decision-making in light of stochastic observations of the system and have 
the advantage of not requiring a full history record since the future state of the structure at time 
𝑡 + 1 can be described as a function of the current state at time 𝑡. In a nutshell, the framework 
consists in two type of interventions: an action and an observation. The idea is that after an action is 
chosen and executed by the agent, the system will be affected stochastically and non-linearly 
resulting in either a reward or penalty. The response to that action can then be perceived through an 
observation. After this process and by applying the Bayes’ theorem, the system changes to a new 
state based on the supposed previous state, the taken action and following observation. The main 
objective of the agent is to identify the action that produces the maximum reward (or minimum 
penalty) at each moment in time. The system can be approximated by a discrete or a continuous 
formulation of the problem, which choice for either alternative is related with a trade-off between 
accuracy and computational work. The first alternative yields lower computational effort but 
generally only gives approximate results whereas the second yields more accurate results at the 
expense of higher computation. The decision-making problem can concern non-linear and 
non-deterministic action and observation models. In such case, the continuous-state POMDP is 
coupled with a normalized unscented transform (NUT). Two examples regarding the applicability of 
the proposed framework are included in the paper, to which the reader is directed to for further 
reading.  
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6. Conclusions 

6.1. General conclusions 

The methodology proposed in this thesis provides a rational fashion for improving the damage 
diagnosis strategy of damaged structures based on [1], allowing for both improvements in safety and 
reduction of maintenance cost. A method for detection of structural damage in railway bridges is 
tested numerically. The method proposes the use of past recorded deck accelerations in the bridge 
as input to an Artificial Neural Network that, after properly trained, is able to predict an 
acceleration at a certain time in the future. The nonconformity between the expected value and the 
value predicted by the network will work as a primary indicator that damage in the structure may 
exist, prompting further study to be carried out in order to confirm the actual presence of damage. 
These studies comprise the statistical evaluation of the prediction errors of the network by means of 
a Gaussian Process, after which one can select the optimal detection threshold that results in the 
best performance of the damage detection system. Based on the selected threshold, one can have an 
estimative of the expected total cost associated with the proposed damage detection strategy. The 
optimal threshold will be the one that yields the lowest cost. From the attained results it is possible 
to derive some general conclusions: 
 

 Measurement uncertainties were regarded in this work through the introduction of 
Gaussian white noise and axle load error into the numerically simulated accelerations, prior 
to using them to train the networks. The outcome revealed to be noise sensitive, as 
expected, but the method seems to be robust and to perform well within typical levels of 
noise. It is a general conclusion that damage is more effectively detected if the measured 
signal is less disturbed by the variability of operational and environmental conditions; 
 

 The two sensors placed in the middle of the bridge seem to provide the best discrimination 
between healthy and damaged data, disregarding where in the bridge damage is to be found. 
This may be due to the fact that the response of the single-span bridge is more emphasized 
at half-length and so this gives indication for that to be the most suitable region to perform 
measurements; 
 

 The method is considered continuously reliable over time, since the condition of the 
structure is analyzed following every new train passage. This means that the more train 
passages provide data to the system the more one can be confident about the results output 
by the system. For instance, after only one train passage the system has a very high 
probability of performing wrong diagnosis, which will decrease after one more train passage 
is evaluated and so on. There is still a certain number of vehicle passages from which 
onwards almost no improvement is verified and this will allow for the definition of the ideal 
measurement length - the most appropriate number of train passages to be evaluated that 
provides the best trade-off between the shortest time one has to wait to collect data and the 
minimum accuracy desired for the damaged detection system; 
 

 Consistent with the previous conclusion about the amount of collected data, it was realized 
that the number of evaluated train passages and the number of iterations of the 
measurement vector have great influence when selecting the ideal threshold for the system. 
Another very encouraging conclusion was that, in the presence of fixed values of these latter 
two parameters, the ideal threshold is practically constant independently of the magnitude 
of the involved costs, i.e. costs of inspection, repair, material damage, accidents involving 
humans, et cetera. 
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6.2. Further research work 

The method proposed in the present thesis appears to work adequately when the input data for the 
neural network is obtained from numerical simulations of a simple 3D FE model of the structure. A 
similar method [2] already proved to be capable of efficiently performing damage detection when 
using a 2D FE model of the target structure. In reality, the proposed method is a model-free method 
and therefore it is also believed to work when input measurement data given to the network is 
obtained from more complex structures. Still, in this work, as data is to be obtained from 
simulations in a numerical model, a more accurate FE model could perhaps be considered. By doing 
so, the response of the model under train-induced vibration, given undamaged and damaged 
conditions, will be more realistically replicated and the apparent usefulness of the artificial neural 
networks in the proposed damage detection method may be proven with more conviction. As 
referred in the Limitations section, verifying the proposed method in a real instrumented bridge 
should be the next step. 
 
The first stage of damage identification - whether damage is present in the structure - is here 
appraised. Once damage is detected, a subsequent step is to study the correlation between 
measurements acquired from relevant accelerometers comprising the sensing system, in order to 
allow for damage localization. Modal parameters may be defined using streamed time history data 
from the accelerometers. One can use, for example, the correlation of natural frequency changes as a 
metric for damage localization, by means of the Damage Location Assurance Criteria (DLAC) [72] . 
In order to assess and localize damage in a sufficiently accurate manner whilst having the minimum 
cost related to the detection devices and avoiding redundancy in the information they provide, the 
smallest number of required sensors and their best placement in the bridge could also be 
investigated through a sensor optimization process. 
 
This study presents a limited number of damage scenarios, thus more possibilities of these scenarios 
could be explored. Indeed, it would be interesting to study the effectiveness of the method in 
situations where damage is more difficult to detect, such as when damage is rather small or when it 
is located in difficult regions for detection. Just as interesting would be to investigate multiple 
damage scenarios. 
 
Most damage detection methods admit that the measured signal is most likely contaminated by 
noise, such that the information accusing a small damage is masked by the noise. In fact, the 
separation of the changes in structural response caused by operational and environmental 
variability from the changes triggered by damage, is one of the principal challenges to transit SHM 
technology from research to practice. Future research could also concern the study of environmental 
and operational effects on the proposed damage detection method. Other relevant parameters than 
accelerations may be given as input to the neural networks, such as temperature measurements. The 
consideration for these will most likely produce networks with higher accuracy in the prediction of 
structural response, making the algorithm more shielded against the influence of other factors 
unrelated to damage that can induce changes in the behavior of the structure. 
 
As a final point, the suggested calculation of the expected total cost of the damage detection strategy 
is rather basic, mainly based in the performance of the system demonstrated by the ROC curves. 
Hence, the formulation of a more refined expression for the cost is desirable. Besides the economic 
considerations, some minimum reliability level of the structure is usually defined by the authorities 
and maybe there are also operational constraints such as the time available to collect data between 
each new routine of the system. In the end, an equation describing an optimization problem needs 
to be solved while respecting certain constraint conditions. 
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